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RESULTS OF TESTS IN THE NASA/LaRC 31-1NCH CFHT
ON AN O.OIO-SCALE MODEL (32-0T)
OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGUPJ_TION3
TO DETERMINETHE RCS JET FLOWFIELD INTERACTION EFFECTS
ON AERODYNAMICCHA_CTERISTICS (IA60/OAI05)
By D. E. Thornton, Rockwell International Space Division
ABSTRACT
Tests were conducted in the NASA Langley Research Center 31-inch con-
tinuous Flow Hypersonic Wind Tunnel from 14 February to 22 February 1974,
to determine RCS jet interaction effect on the hypersonic aerodynamic and
stability and control characteristics prior to RTLS abort separation. The
model used was an O.OlO-scale replica of the Space Shuttle Vehicle Configu-
ration 3. Hypersonic stability data were obtained from tests at Mach 10.3
and dynamic pressure of 150 psf for the integrated Orbiter and external
tank and the Orbiter alone. RCS modes of pitch, yaw, and roll at free
flight dynamic pressure simulation of 7, 20, and 50 psf were investigated.
The effects of speedbrake, bodyflap, elevon, and aileron deflections were
also investigated.
This report is published in two volumes. Volume l contains data from
test IA60 and Volume 2 contains OAI05 data.
Volume 2 utilizes selected data from test 0A85 (LaRC CHFT I01) in both
plotted and tabulated form. Test 0A85 is completely documented in DMS-DR-
2113.
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (CONCLUDED)
SCHEDULEOF COEFFICIENTSPLOTTED:
(A) KND, KLMD, DCN, DCLM, CN, CLM versusALPHA
(B) KNU, KLMU, KBLU, KM,BLU, KYN,LU, DCN, DCLM, DCBL,
DCYN, CN, CLM, CBL, CYN versus ALPHA
(C) KBLU/D, KM,BL2, KYN,L2, DCBL, DCLM, DCYN, CBL, CLM
CYN versus ALPHA
(D) KYN, KM,YN, KBL,YN, KY, DCYN, DCLM, DCBL, DCY,
CYN, CLM, CBL, CY versus ALPHA







a speed of sound; m/se% ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (Pl - P_)/q
M MAC}{ Mach number; V/a
p pressmre; N/m2_ psf
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; i/2pV 2, N/m 2, psf
Q( )
RN/L R_/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/se% ft/sec
ALPHA angle of attsck_ degrees
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI sngle of yaw_ degrees
¢ PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m 3, slugs/ft 3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2, ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
_REF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
M}:P moment reference point
X_P moment reference point on X axis
Y_P moment reference point on Y axis












CN CN normal-force coefficient: normal force
qS
CA CA axial-force coefficient: axial force
qS
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
CAb CAB base-force coefficient; base force
qS
-Ab(Pb-p_)/qS
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qS_REF
Cn CYN yawing-momen_ coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
C_ CBL rolling-moment coefficient: rolling moment
qSb
Stability-Axis System
CL CL lift coefficient; lift
qS
CD CD drag coefficient; drag
qS
CDb CDB base-drag coefficient; base drag
qS
C[_. CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
Cm Ci_4 pitching-moment coefficient; pitching momenz
qS_R_
Cn CLN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
C_ CSL ro].ling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qgb
L/D L/D lift-to-drag :ratio; C_C D











K_u/D KBLU/D amplificationfactoron rollingmoment due to up
and down firingcoupledjets= (ACJC_ju/D) +l
KBLD amplificationfactoron rollingmomentdue to down
K_D firingjets=(AC_/C_jD)+ l
KBLU amplificationfactor on rollingmoment due to up firing
K_u jets= (AC_/C_ju)+ l
K_,n KBL,YN cross-couplingfactoron rolllngmoment due to yaw
jets= AC_/IC_ju/DI
KLMD amplificationfactoron pitchingmoment due to down
KmD firingjets= (ACm/CmjD)+ l
Km KLMU amplificationfactoron pitchingmoment due to up firing
u jets = (ACm/CmjU) + l
KM,BL2 cross-couplingfactor on pitchingmoment due to up
Km'_u/D and down firing coupledroll jets = aCm/lCmjDl
Km,_D KM,BLD cross-couplingfactoron pitchingmoment due to down
firingroll jets = ACm/½1CmjDi
Km,_u KM,BLU cross-couplingfactor on pitchingmoment due to up
firing roll jets = ACm/½1CmjuI




KND KND amplificationfactor on normalforce due to down firingjet= (AC:N/CNJD)  l
KNU amplificationfactoron normal force due to up firing
KNu jet = (_CN/CNju)+ l
Kn,_u/D KYN,L2 cross-couplingfactoron yawing moment due to up and
down firingcoupled roll jets= ACn/ICnjsI
Kn,_D KYN,LD cross-couplingfactoron yawing moment due to down
firingroll jets= ACn/½1CnjsI
Kn,_u KYN,LU cross-couplingfactor on yawing moment due to up
firingroll jets= ACn/½1CnjsI
Kn KYN amplificationfactor on yawing moment= (ACn/Cnjs)+ 1
Ky KY amplificationfactoron side force= (ACy/CYjs)+ l
RCS reactioncontrolsystem
RTLS return to launch site
aa AILRON ailerondeflectionangle, degrees
ae ELEVON elevon deflectionangle,degrees
_f BDFLAP body flap deflectionangle, degrees
aR RUDDER rudderdeflectionangle, degrees
aSB SPDBRK speed brake deflectionangle, degrees
Pc PCRCS model RCS air supply systemplenum chamber
pressure,psi
Q-SIM free streamdynamicpressurefor a simulated
flight condition,psf
CONFIGURATIONSINVESTIGATED
Two configurationswere tested. Thesewere the secondstage ascent
configurationconsistingof Orbiterwith ExternalTank attached,and the
RTLS configuration(Orbiteralone). The model used for this test was an
O.OlO-scalereplicaof Configuration3 of the Space ShuttleOrbiterand
ExternalTank.
For conveniencethe configurationnomenclaturewas abbreviatedas
follows: The symbolsare definedin the Model DimensionalData.
0 = Bl9 C7 E23 F5 M6 N39 R5 V7 Wlo7
OT = Bl9 C7 E23 F5 M6 N39 R5 V7 Wlo7 TIO
Tlo includedthe attach structureand protruberancesFL7, FL8, PTI6,
PTI7, PTI8,AT21, AT22' and AT23.
Controlsurfaceeffectivenesswas investigatedwith elevondeflections
of +15° and -20°, ailerondeflectionsof +5°, +lO°, +15°, and -15°, rudder




The LaRC O.75-inchsix-component2019C internalbalancewas used for
this test program.
No model base pressuresor balancechamber pressureswere measured
during this test. The RCS supply pressurewas set and monitoredat the
plenum chambersbetweenthe two RCS nozzle blocks.
II
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Mach I0 nozzleof the LangleyContinuousFlow HypersonicTunnel
is designedto operateat stagnationpressuresof 15 to 150 atmospheres
at temperaturesup to 1960°R. Air is preheatedelectricallyby passing
througha multi-tubeheater. The nozzle has a 31-inchsquaretest section
which incorporatesa moveablesecondminimum. Continuousoperationis
i
achievedby passingthe air througha series of compressors. Additional
informationon this facilityis given in NASA TM X-ll30 entitled,"Char-





Aerodynamicforcesand momentswere reducedto coefficientform
using the followingreferencedimensions:
Referencearea (S) = 0.269 ft2 (38.736in2)
ReferenceLengths
c = 4.748 in (used for Cm in OAl05)
b = 9.367 in (usedfor Cn, Cc in OAl05)
_Ref = 12.90 in (usedfor Xc.p. in OAl05 & IA60
and for Cm, Cn, C_ in IA60)
The momentswere reducedabout a moment referencecenter locatedas
follows:
OrbiterOn]y
Orbiter stationI0.757at Yo = 0.00 and Zo = 3.75
IntegratedVehicle
XT = ET station17.258 (7.368inchesaft of orbiternose)
YT = 0.00
ZT = 6.336 (.994 inchesbelow orbiter FRL)
StandardLaRC data reductiontechniqueswere used for reducing
the data to coefficientform.
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TABLE I.
TEST : IA60/ 0Al05 l pATE : 2/22/74
TESTCONDITIONS
REYNOLDSNUMBER DYNAMICPRESSURE STAGNATIONTEMPERATUREMACHNUMBER
(perunit length) (poum_s/sq.inch) (degreesFahrenheit)




NF 70 Ibs 0.35 Ibs
SF 25 Ibs 0.125 Ibs
AF 15 Ibs 0.075 Ibs
PM 70 in-lbs __ 0.35 in=Ibs
RM 15 in-lh_ _ n nT_ i_-Ibs


























































































































TABLE II - Continued
R, oW " " "
TEST : _)/A t c ,% DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE : __/__rt/-/
DATA'SET $CHO. CONTROl- _E_'LECTION NO. MACH NUMBERS ( OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE )




_c_N 0 _/_'9 _ 0 _s_ 44¢ O O _nS 55 0 I_ c
i _oN 0 HSZ A o _so _Z o o 1_.-r_" _" 0 "t3 wmi
.... , _; o 4.4(. O O -hl,_'.., _ _ _t
446, "; ,,,:_ ..... '.<-:'"';z_ IA c_ _su _3 ./;t -,&.,_ 5_ o _.z
_' A O sb ;79 G O -!_,zs S% 0 _z'$
,>()hl O ,A/St ,& 5 )So _04. _ _ .... _ 55 0 ;L_.
.;_ sc.Eou-_s G_= _$o., __o,. Oo +_.,_ _,,




TABLE, II - Concluded
DATA
SET _CTION NO. MACH NUMBERS ( OR ALTERNATE iNDEPENDENT VARIABLE )
, • IDENTIFIER
0 HzI_J_Z2 I_L . _
0 Lj_!
• ':;. " _ SCHEDULES _' " '- " ': _. L') _'_, "_ _ (" 4 . '_
p
TABLE III. - MODEL DIN_NSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT_I
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Attach structure_ same as AT11 except only the
forward attach structure.
MO_EL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO. : VL72-000089






TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA .-Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT22
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Risht rear_ Orbiter to External Tank
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
E_AWING NO.: VL72-OOOO88B + VL72-000089 NOTE: Use first drawing for location
• . and second drawing for detail
of struts
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
First strut
Diameter - In. (Approx.) 8.0 0.08
Aft Location, In. (Attach to Orbiter)
xo 13o7.o 13.o7o
xT :-_58.o _o.58o




NOTE: This strut is tlhemirror image
strut AT23
Second Strut




NOTE: This is a cross brace strut.
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued.
MO_LC0_Om_T: A__AC_S_UCTU_- AT_
GENERALDESCRII>K.[ON: Left rear_ Orbiter to External Tank
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.i VL72-OOOO88B & VL72-000089 NOTE: Use first drawing for location
.. and second drawing for detail
of struts
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Forward attach points:
Orbiter to Tank "
NO. of Struts i i





Location - In. (Approx.)
Xo 11o8 ii.O80
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TABLE III.- MODEl_ DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT :. BODY - ]_19
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : _]_}sel.£_: P,nn_Enr_ttnn _3per Rnekwel]
_Lines VLTO-OOOZ_B.




DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length - In. _290 • 3 12. c_O_3
Max Width - In. _ 2.676
Max Depth - In. 244.5 2.445
Fineness Ratio 4.8217_ 4.82175
Al_a- Ft,2
.i,






TABLE Ill. -MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued.
L_
MODEL COMPONENT '. C,ANOP'I - ¢7'
GENERAL DESCRIPTION ',_ Configuration 3 oer Hockwel% Lines VL70-OOO139.
MODEL SC_LLE: 0.010
DRAWrNG NUMBER _70_C/)O!_9
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE










TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL I_TA- Continued.
_-- MODEL COMPONENT: _3----_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: _a_ek_ll Lines Draxclr_
DRAWING NUMBER:
-_=Q__
DIMENSIONS: lULL'SCALE MODEL SCALF
Area - Ft2 20_._2 0.0206
Span (equivalent) - In. 353.._4 3.53_
Inb'd equivalent chord - In. .!14.78 1.148
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 55.o0 _0._0
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord 0.208 ..0.2o8
At Outb'd equiv, chord 0.4oo 0.400
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees
Leading Edge
_ o._) o.00 _
Trailing Edge lo._ - no oh
Hingeline 0.0o _.oQ
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) -Ft3 15_8,0 _ -0"02155
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TABLE III.-MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT : BODYFLAP- F!_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : _ Confi_.u_tio_ per Rockwell Lines VL70-000139
MODk-:I,S_AL!_.:0.010
DRAWING NUMBER' vI.7o-ooo I'Rg.
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length - In. e-h70 n Rh7









TABLE III. - _)_ D_SIO_ DATA- Continued.
_ MODEL COMPOD0_T: FEEDLINE - FL-7
GERERAL DESCRI_ION: LOX feedline between ET and Orbiter
MOOEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO. : VLTS-O00050
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE






TABLE III. -MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE - FL8
GENENAL DESCRIPI!KON: L_ feedline bet_en ET and Orbiter
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
_RAWING NLMBER: FL78-000050
DIMENSIONS: FUlL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Centerllne at: XT " 2081.0 20.810
I_ -70.0 -0.7oo
xo Z33o.o 13,._:)0
_o -7o.o - o.7oo
Dimmeter 18.__ O.185
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TABLE Ill. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued.
' MODEL COMPONENT :. oNs POD -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : _ _slc con£i_lrat_on ' ,_ 0148 pods with non-
metric RCS engine housing a_,dnozzles. Same geometry as M4
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER: w,?n-n_o_39_
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length - In. ,=_46oO 3.460
Max Width - In. 108.0 1.080
Max Depth - In. 113.O 1.130
Fineness Ratio
Area




Station of aft end of RCS nozzle block 1560.0 15.6OO
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSXON_.L DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONE_P: MPS NOZZLES - N39
GF/_EP_L DESCRIPTION: Configuration _A MPS Nozzles
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRA%_ING NUMBER ::
DIMENSIONS: FULL SC_.LE MODEL SCALE
_CH NO.
LenGth - In.
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane





Area - ft 2
_xit 48.1Q_ 0.00_8
Throat







Y + 5_.000 + O. 530
_42.7 •_L9__7__








TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATI - Continued.
MODEL COMPOnenT: RCS NOZZLE - N49
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle provldln_ left-hand pltch-down control to
simulate return to launch site (RTLS)
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO. : SS-A01160-19
D_SIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Flight dynamic pressure silmalation - PSF 20 20









Area ratio 4.430 4.430
No. of Nozzle 2 2
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TABLE III. - MODEL DI_NSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONEnt: RCS Nozzles - NS0 "
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS Nozzle providing rlght-hand pltch-down control
to simulate return to launch site (RTLS).
MODEL SCALE: ().010
DRAWING NO. : SS-A01160-20
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Flight dynamic pressure simulation ~ PSF 20 20









Area Ratio 4.430 _ 4.430
No. of Nozzles 2 2
34
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DA_ - Continued.
-- MODEL COMPONE_T: RCS NOZZLES - NSI
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS Nozzle provldln_ left-hand yaw control to
simulate return to launch site (RTLS).
MODEL SCALE: O.OlO
DRAWING NO. : SS-AOII60-II
DIMENSIONS: MODEL SCALE
Flight dymamic pressure sinmlation- PSF 20










No. of nozzles 4
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: RCS NOZZLE - N52 -,
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS Nozzle provldin_ right-hand pitch-up control















No. of nozzles 2
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TABLE III. r M)IEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE - PT16
GERERAL rRSCRIPTION: LOX vent line fairin_
MODEL SCALE: O.010
DRAWING NO. : VL78-OOOO3ZA
DIMENSIONS: FUIL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Lea_D6 edge at _ -_2.0 3.210
YT O .O 0.0
Trailing edge at XT 9_5.0 _. _5
YT .. 70.0 0.70
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIM_SIOI_L DATA _ Continued.
_EL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE- PTI7
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LOX feedllne fairin_
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO. : VL78-OOOO31A
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MOIEL SCALE
Leading edge at: XT 955.0 9.55
xT 7o.o o.7o
Trailing edge at: XT 2058.0_ 20.58
YT 70.0 0.70
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TABLE III.- MDDEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued.
MDDEL COMPO_T2: ET PROTUBERANCE - PTI8
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LH2_vent line fairing
MODEL SCALE: 0.O10
_RAWING NO. : VL78-OOOO31A
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MO_L SCALE
Leading eclge_at: Y_ ,,947.0 9.47
- 70.0 - 0.7o
Traili_ edge at: XT 2058.0 20._
_T - 70.0 - 0.7o0
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TABLE III. - MODEL DATA Continued.DIMENSIONAL





Area - Ft2 _ .0.__
Span (equivalent)_ In. PnT,0 _OnlA
Inb'd equivalentchord In. 91.5_5 n.916
Outb'd equivalent chord _ In. _n._. n _0_
Ratio mow_ble surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv,chord 0.40o Q.4oo
At Outb'd equiv, chord 0.400 Q.4QO
Sweep Back Angles,degrees
Leading Edge ..34.83 3_t_LT_______.
Trailing Edge 26.25 2_-P5
Hingeline 34.83 3_.8R"
Area Moment (Normalto hinge line)_ Ft3 5p_ 13 o-nnQ53
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TABLEITT. - MODELDIMENSIONALDATA - Continued.
MODELCOMPONENT: EXTERNALTAt_ - 710
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ExternalOxygen-Hydrogen _=_nk, 3 confi£uratinn,
per Rockwell Lines drawin 6 VL78-_)0041 and VL72-000088
l_nl_T,,q_.AT._l,• CT.n]{)
DRAWINGNUMBER VL72-000088_ vL78-OOOO41
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODELSCALE
Length (Nose @ XT = 309) _. 1P,A5 -. ]_-65
MaxWidth - In. ?_4 R.24
MaxDepth --
FinenessRatio 5.7=;6],7 5.75617 ,
Area Ft2
==






W.P. of tank centerline (XT) In. 400.0 _ 4.000
F 41
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA_ Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V 7
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: _..+_I_-- v._+_,..l +=_I _..... _-a_h
NO_E: _me aS V.. hut _%.h m_n_pnlatnr hons4n= remnved.
MODEL SCALE: 0.OlO
DRAWING NUMBER: VLTO-0OOIR9
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL IIATJ_
Area (Theo) - Ft2
Planform b._5-9_ O.0_'_A
Span (Theo) - In. 315-72 3-I5.7
Aspect Ratio I._75 1 .g75 --
Rate of Taper _ 0.507 --
Taper Ratio o.ho4 _ o.h_ ....
Sweep-Back Angles_ Degrees.
Leading Edge 45,o_ 4.q.Og)O
Trailing Edge _ P6-2&9
0.25 Element Line &1 .130 41 .1%q
Chords:
Root (Theo) _,_P PgS._ 2-g_5
Tip (Theo) WP 108J'7 1 n_5
MAC ]99-m i._8
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC !kgS_Sn lJ,.g35
w.P.of .e5MAC 6355_? --_5_-----
B.L. of .25 MAC 0 O0 _ O0
Airfoil Section
l_ading Wedge :_ngle - Deg. i0.000 I0.000
_hrailing Wedge Angle -- Deg. i_.920 ____
Imadin6 Edge Radiu_ 2.0 0.02
Void Area . Ft2 13.17 ,, _ 0.OO13____
Blanketed Area n_nn n _no
42
- TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA _ Concluded.
,MODELSOMPON_RT:..WING-WIn7
__NIRAL DESCRI°T!ON: _onfi_ur_tlon R nor Roe_mll TAneB VT,70-OOOIROB







Planform . ?6cn.o o.p69
Span (Thee In. 9_._A 9._7
Aspect Ratio , _ _ _ _R
Rateof Taper _-_77 1,177
Taoer Ratio .._._G._Q_ n _
DihedralAngle,degrees _-5nn 3 5NO
Incidence_gle, degrees n_nn n _nn
AerodynamicTwist, degrees T _ nnh _ 3 hnn
SweepBack Angles, degrees
LeadingEdge , 4_._oo h_nno
TrailingEdge - 1o.pJ, - _n _J,
0.Z5 ElementLine _5-_n9- 35,P09
Chords:
Root (Thee)B.P.O.O. _9.2_
Tie, (.Theo) B.P. 1q7.85 l.q7q
MAC _74.8]_ 4.748
Fus.Sta. of .25 MAC _
W.P. of .25MAC _ 2.QQe
B.L. of .Z5 MAC _
EXPOSEDDATA
Area LThe()) Ft Z _75_-P9 n _75p
Span,(Thee) In. BPI08 ?pn _A 7 Pn7
AspectRatio _-n5_ P,,hS_ -
Taper Ratio 0,?_,5_ n _,5_
Chords
Root BPI08 _62.h0 _.624
Tip 1.00 b 137.8_ l.qTq
MAC 393.03 _._0
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1185.R_ _l-aS?
W.P. o_ .25 MAC _ R.rw_ .
B.L. of .25 MAC ' _ .v_ p 5_P,
AirfoilSection (P,oclefell tex_NASA)
XXXX-_4
Root.b = o.Io n._n
Tio b = 0.12 0.12
Datafor (I) of (2) Sides
LeadingEdge Cuff _ ....
PlanfcrmArea ,_t_ _ n _n__R
readingEdge Intersects Fus M. L. @ St_ =oo.o ,t._rw",n






























































































































































































































































UPPER _ OF F_Eg_KE




a. Orbiter umbilical door fairing support (FR6) and LO2(FL7) and LH2(FL8) Feedlines











PTI8 - L_ VE_T LI_
SECTION B-B FAIRI3_
SECTION C-C
d. External tank protuberance (PT16 , PT17 , PT18 )











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATASET SW4BOL C_F'I_JRATIOq 0ESC:RIISTRIN PCI_CS ELEVEN Al_ _ REF_ I_TION
£CH!020| _ I^-K0 C:FHTI0e H_EL 32-0T [0 TIN4S I_0 PITCH 0_N 4_J.C_O -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 2E_O.0000
[CHI04?| _ IA-SO C_HTICmMOOEL32-0T (0 T|N4CJh_0 PITCH _ 44_.000 .O_O .000 .000 LREF 12¢J3,0000
_CH]004) IA-G0 CF'HT1CBI'_OEL 32-0T (0 T3N49 t_0 PITCH 0VN 41_.C_0 15,000 .{_0 ,000 BREF • 12¢J0,0000 IN,
XHR_ 1";25.B)O0 IN, XT
Y't4_ .OOOO IN, YT
633,6000 IN, ZT
SCALE ,OtO0
040 i i i v , , , , , , , i _ i o i i g _ o i _ i , t _ , I t l i v u i I t t
_o • • • • , • • • • • * • • " " " ° * " " " • • * • • • • • 6 • • . * • • , , .
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 • * • • • • I • • • ! , , , , i • • . . , o , . ,
" " ....... " ' * '* " " " " " " • _ " " ' " f " " " _ i " ' ° " " " " " '
...........iii  <i i/' .........•.,.-, :::::::::: : .........
,.:-.o_o .,_,_.,_ : • • _ : ....::::: :::: :: ........ .--,..i......... ::_• • . , , • , • . , • , , . , . . . . .
, , o . , • . . , . • • . , . , . . • , , • . • , • . • . , , ° .... , .
.... • " " " " ...... " " " ° ° ' • • • • • • • • 4 • • • , 4 , . , ° .
-.055 ............. : : . . : : ..........
_" ° " * " • ° • • ° * * • • • • * _ ° I , . o * * " * " ' " " " " " ° "
°°!iiiiI!!iii !!t!iiit!ii!t!i!it!!!!'iiillU,,, - °065 iiiiiIiiiiiiilliiiltliliNiiiiliii. iiil,i i_ -.m,o..j i .
- .075
° iiiiitiiiitiilli tiiii'iiilt !'!iliii ilil- .080
_-°_° :_ii_ ii_ _i_!: iiii ::ill ii.il
-. 100 ::
. . . ." : : : : : : : . " : : : : : : : : : " : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ."
ANGLE OF ATTACK,, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 4 EFFECTOFELEVONDEFLECTION N49N50JETINTER^CTION,QSIH= 7 PSF










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































X_ I?_.8000 IN. XT
.(X)O0 IN. YT
ZMRP _.SODO IN, ZT
.Ol_
f ' ...... * " " " * " " * * " * * *
..............iiif ii1 i1.0
,.o, •.° .......... •..  .
' ilii!ii
• .,° *°•. _ i , , ,,,__
_ , • • . ° ° . • " • ° " " • • * • t • • ° • .
• ''' "°°° °°•° •'_* .°*.1..•..
_ •'•" .... ° o.., .°,, ...•
.•.• •
_ "**°*|°*.*,*.°. .,.••,,. -
• .•. °,,° ...• °....
"*°'* .... "°'*I, .... =,_° •..• • .... °*o •,•..
-•*•° •°.• °,,. •°°.,..•°
z .0 ........ ' ........
U -.•°,t.°o.
"**°'••" "*'° "'°* **,-t°°_°
Z "*°°'|-** .... .. *•°*-• . • • • • , ° • ° ° .
0 "''** °•°* .•,° .,,° °°•" "*'* °'•°"
°,.•,.. .... •, °,,. •••._e
_ _°.,. .°.°° ..,° .... "'*'*°•" *•o°l,.°o.
_ _ °°•, "°** .•.•,••.. °•°.|,,o..
U •**" * ....... •.*-
--_ .... , ....... _ ....
"*°**|'•*-,.•°. .o.° •...,.,, •,•._,•,. ,..°_
Z "''*" •'*•'''' ..... °'**'**** **'• °•°" •***_
-**.* **,°,..,. .o,.
0 _6 ........... '* "* ......
• **, ,.o, .•.,
• *.. .,.•
U ''°* "' .... ** •..,,
_e8 *''* "° ****
°***
..... . . ,
.,°. ,* .. •,..
.. *''* ,.** •. ** .•..
-I. 5 -I0 _ 3 5 I I 0 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 5 EFFECTOFELEVONREFLECTISNO N49N50JETINTERACTION,OSIM= 20PSF


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































_TA _T _ O_I:'I_J_ATI_ DL:"SCRI_I_ _ F.LEVOq AI_ _ _ INFOt_qATI_
_F 1_.I:X:I00 IN.
17_ .I_O0 IN. XT
YM_a' ,I_O00 IN. YT
ZVRP _.S(_0 IN. ZT
14 I1'1 ill! ''11 I1'/ fill Jill kill 11¼1 lilt
• .... ° '''" "°'° °''" "°..1°,°. ,.,° .... ....
"'..-I .... .... "'° .... "g'''' .*.4 ..°. ..°.
"'*°" .... °°'" "'°° ''''to..° °Qo.4°.. ......
z 1.2 ....
...o. .,.° +.., ..., .,.. °.._i_.,, ''• ... ...o
,.°., .,.o ...... .o ._.. ,.,, ..,, ,.,, ,...,,..,° °,o. .,o,
w 1.0 .........
mo.,. °,....o .... ,o ,..° .o®, .... ,,,. ....
D..,. .... ..,. .,.. ,,., ..,, .,., ,o***,,°.,
Z ...... i.,.. ,... .... oo°,w,..° .o,° .... t..°..
-,°,- .--. 4.,° .... .°.. ..,, °,,,4°,., ,,,..
"'''' ''*. -o,. ..°o1.,°. ,°°. .,..1.,.. .,.,,
"'*'' "°°. -*°* o..,1o.,, ,°,. °,..f°... .°.,.
!i!ii .............
.4 G .,
_ "*°°" "''° "''" ,.,° °°.t .,°. 4.,. .,.,° ,,°,.
_ "°''" "°'" °''" ".°- ,.o.1..,° ..°. .,.61..,. "
• ._.. ..°° .°o.
_ ".,, o.,.1°°., ..o, ,..QI°....
_ "''°" °_°° ..., ..°. ..,° °,,, °,.° °o,, °,..°
.°6°. ,..,o,... .,°. .°,° .°.. °°.,1°... .Q.,.
Z .O _ ........................................
_ -*..,1..°, o..° .,.° ...° ..,,'6o.,, ,°., °,.,°
Z "'''" *''" "*'° ,.,. .°.° 6°_, .°o° ,.°° ,.°.°
O i. 2 ......................................
-,°o° °,e° ,.,, ,*-.t,o.° ...° ,,., ,°°..
"'''" '''' "_© _+-, .°,De..,. .,,. o,,,
• o,°6 .-.,i-... °'°°"
°°'" ,.,, °... .,°, ,.°. ..°°.
-.4
• ".,. .--,e*..° o... ...° .°.o ..,, ,,.. ,,.o.
• *,-or,°,, °.°, .,.,4,. .... ,, ..., ,..° .....
Z ...,,l..,. .... .°°._,.,o ..o. ,°°. ....
O -,6 .....
,..oo °o., ,,.o
''''* _o°, .... .,., °..° o.., .,.o ..., o,...
"°'°" o_.. ..,. ..,° .°,. ..°o °°., ,,,. ..°,.
,-,,° ,.. ..,. ,... ,.o, o... ,_ ..°, .,°..
,,.., °°.° ..oo
_ .............. ; .... ; ; " ' ' ' ' , , I
-I • 5 -IO _5 '5 IO 15 2 5 3i
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIO 0 EFFECTOF AILRONDEFL.ON NIgN50JET INTERACTION,ELEVON=O,OSIM= 7 PSF



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OATA SET $',fMBOL CONF'II_RAT|_N I:_cSO_[PTX_I _ ELEVl_ AILRON _ RE_ |NFO_A'I'|O',,I
|_-I|:_:nGN} Q IA--GO CFHTIOB MOOEL 32-0T (0 T};,62 PZTCH UP _ 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SI_EF _.OOCO SQoFTo
_l|{_N] _ IA-_ CFHT|_ MOOEL 3_)-OT (111T)I_2 P|TIC]qUP 4L46.O(X) .000 o000 .O(X) LI_EF |Z:_cJO.O000 INo
_ZHI{_6",I) Ia-60CFHTI_ MOC]EL32-0T (0 T]h_2 PITCHUP _tG.O00 15.000 .000 .000 BREF 1290o0000 IN.
[ZHIO3F | IA-60 CFHTI_ _L 3_I_-OTCO TIll _ _ .000 -20.000 o000 °000 _ 1725.8CX_0 IN. XT
(ZIqlO'2F] IA-_ CFHTI_ MOOEL _-OT [0 T|_ _ OFF" ,000 .000 .000 .000 _ .OOCX_ IN. YT
[ZHIOIF] GO 'HTI_ _ CO T]_ _ OF'F o000 15._ .CX]O °000 _ 633,_ . ZT
SCALE .0100
o002 _ I [ I _ I : z I n 1 1 I n J i I u n I _ I i i i I u _ ; | | n _ ! _ |
................. 0 ..... . o • .......... o . •
" : : : :1_:::::_ " " , .... : : : : : : : : : .......... . . . : : : : : : : : :
•001 ..... : :_-_.'_,i" • " : : : : : i i i i i i ! • : : : .........
" .000 .... ,- .... ,. .....
:: : : : ........ . . . . -'...: _ • . . _,_ : : : . : : : :.
...................... --- ....< -.001 ...... : _ . : . . . : : .... : ......
......... .... 0 ....... . ....
• . ....................... . • .... , ......
..... . • ...... 0 ...........
o-.002 ..... ' ' ' . :. : ....
'-'-.003 : " " " : : : : ! : : : .... ' ' ' : : : : I : . : . " ' ' '
":. : : : : : : : : : : : - : - . - : : : : : : • : : ......... • . : : :
.......... ::_,TI:I T : : :__: _: ,_::: .....
m -.004 .'." • • : : : : .... u .... : _ .11 , . _ .... _._ : : _ : : : :.u ::::: i!i! !i!! i!'i iiii __.'iii :::::
....iiiii  iiiIiiiiiiiiiiilil-.°°°•...... iiii iiii i!i!ill!ii ;i ....o .....'-'-.007 " " : :h ....., : : : : :o-.oo ..... :iiiu z: : : : : : : ::
_- -.009
c_ -.011 .... : ....... :: : ..........
z iiiii iiii ..................• • o • • • . • . • . • • .....
-.012 .... : i\:_; //_i:/-/: ," " r : : : : : ..........
•-I ..... ' : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : " : : :
.......... • . • . . • . . ........
o ::::: : : ::. . :: .... : , :.. : . : . : .....a: -.013 .... : _.x_ ._J,. .............
:: : : : i i :_.'_/.'/: i : : : : : : : : ..................
..........................
-.014 ....... : . . . .. : : : : . . : : . : . : : : : " " :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : . • • : : : ' : : : : : : : : : :
-.015_ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ; ; ; ' ' ; ' ' ' ' ' . ' '--'-'1 5 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 8 EFFECTOF ELEVONDEFLECTIONON N52 JET INTERACTION,QSIM= ? PSF
























































































































































































































































































{_1_) IA_ _HTI_ rl0(IL _0T (0 T]_ PIT_ _ 1_._ ._ ._ ._ L_F I_.0000 IN.
{_I_) _ IA_ _HTI_ r_OEL _0T (0 T)_ PIT_ _ I_._ 15._ ._ ._ _ • 1_.0000 IN.
17_.IEX:_ IN. XT
Y_ o0000 IN. YT
_,GO00 INo ZT
EALE .01_
I ,.*o1.°., .°.. ....
,.o_..... , i;iit;> ........
• • • ......... • • • ° ....
_ ............ ° .... o • • ° ............ • .... ..•• ,•°• ....
0 ,°••• ........ ., .......... • .... °••
....... • ° ..... . ........ •• ° .... •••
..................... • • . • • • ° .....
.6_ ............................ _ ........
°°•-io••. ...... ° ...... • ..... °1°°°• °..•
.o•o°l••o** °••. .•°° •,•. °• ..... °1°°°.°,.°
_'••-I ........... •1 .... I,,,• ,,,,t,,°,o,,•
.... • °*°° ..... °°•_ .... °•° .... .l•••,•°••
_ ...... ,°• °°•• •o°°1 .... 6,.°° .... I°°°,°°•°
_ .o ..... , _• .°° •°•o °°-or°°°° •••° •.o•l•°o,,•°••
_ -°° ..... • .•°° •••°1•.°o •_°°
-.°o° .°•• °,o, °°•, ,_°° °°°° ,,o°_°°°.°.°,
_ °.,° °•o° ••°° ••,•_••°•,°,,°
...... °•'1• ....... _•°o, °••° .... I°••••°••
_ -••°•1.*°o °•°• •°,• •••° ..,• •,°•1°•°°,,•,
_ -.4 ......
• °•,, ,••• °,•° ••o° •°•, ,°,• ,°°, ,°,•,,,,•
-.G ..... :; ...............................
_ , ° ........ • ° • , • ° ° ° ° ° ° ° • ° ° ° • • ° • • • • , • • • •
_ ,•°.° ,•°• •°•° •°°• •°°° °.•° °,°°_•°••,o°••
_oO _ ' • , , 1 i
,°°•° •°•° ..... °.° •°°° ••°• •,.• ° .... °°••
'°•°° ••°° °•°, ,°°°_°°°• ••*•1°o•° °°•°,°••.
.°°°• ,°°o °°°• °°,°1oo,, °°°°1.°°• ,o°° ••°•
, _ , ..................... , , , , ' , , , ,
-I._ 5 .... -10 :5 5 lO 5 5 31
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 9 EFFECTOFELEVENDEFLECTIONON N52 JET INTERACTION,OSlM= 20 PSF




X_ 17_.8000 IN. XT
.OOQO IN. YT
z_v) _.GC_OO IN. ZT_E .01_
1.4 . . . .' ' ' * ........... , * ; .... _ , _ , . ._3, . , , , , , ,
• ... ,... .... °,.. .oo, _'' .... ....
....
o
1.2 S " : : :
..... . .... .,. .,.. ...o
e8 "*** "***t..*,d.*..,
'''', ....:.,...... ,.,. ,.., ..o. ,... ..,..
• .-.,.*.. , .... .,, .,°...., ,,., ..** .,,..
"'''" "''" ..,. ,-.-i-.,.
0 6 .... ' .............t ,i , ,[[,
"*''" ''°" ''' .... " °'.-,..,4*,.. ,... ,....
"'''' "''' '''" "''" "''''oo,1....|..*. .....
o .4 ......
_*... **.. .... .... ..0. ...0 .... .** °.**.
D-*.. °.o***.. 0.0. ***, .... -**0 **.. ***..
...**........ ...° **.. .... .... .... .....U
Z **'*" ***° "*'* "'** *-.* ..** .... .... ...°.
0 "*'*" "**" *'°'**** .*-* *.°.t.**. .**. ..**.
.**.. .**.
on .... " : ° ° : ........ * .............
O ...** .... *.,.
..... ,., ..., ,.,. ,.** ...,.
U "**** **'*_**,* ***4 .,., ...° ..,,_,,.. **,°.
"****'**" *'* ..... " "*** ...* .,4. ..** 0.,°.
• .,** ..., ..,, ,.,, ..,, .,.l 0..,10...4000,o
Z -*.,* ,.*. .... , l( _..**,,
• *** *,.4 o°.. **.1. "*'*t.*.*4.***.
"*'* ***_ *0**l*... .... ..., **,14,.0..
U _***" "*'' °**" "**'* "*'' "'*" "*** ***.4.***.
p**., .0°,,,,,, .,,, *.*,*-** -,** ,-**q*0**.
• , L , L •
"**°*;,,** *.,. *.*.
"'*'_°*'*1''** *.,*q**.*.
"*''* * .... "*" "''' **** "**'4'*t* ,**, .**..
"*0"" *;** *°** *''* "*'* ''**1"*'* **.l **....o
--,_ '' . ......
.*°.. ***l ,.o. .... .**, ,.., °.,, ..,. **...
"°**" **'° "*.* .°.°1***. ..,. ..,, **,. ,.**.
• *.* .,.. ***. .... .... ,,., .,.o .,,, ..,o.
• i iiii ill iii gila iiii | i 1411 lilt
-1._ 5 -'- 5 '5 5 3
aNGLE OF aTTaCK, ALPHA, OEGREES
FIG 9 EFFECTOFELEVONOEFLECTION N52 JETINTERACTION,OSIN= 20PSF






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































_TA _T SYH_OL CONFIGU_ATION{_IPTI{N I_ El.LYON AILR_ SI_ REFERENEEINFO_IATION
{CHI(2"2_| A IA-60 CF'HTI_ M_OEL3_b-OT {0 T)I_2 PITCH UP I_1 I_1.0(_ -20.000 .OOO .(XX2 6REF _.00C_ _.FT.
{{:HII:X_| _ IA-EO CF'HT1OBM{_EL 3_-OT l0 TIN52 PITCH UP 158,000 ,000 .000 .000 LREF 1290,0000 IN,{_I007) IA-_'_ EFHTIW MODEL:32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 156,0{:30 15,000 ,000 .000 81_EF- 12_J0,0000 IN,
1725.8000 IN, XT
YM_ ,0000 IN. YT
633.6000 IN. ZT
SC:/U,..E .0100
1.0 ......... . ,,,, ,,!: ....- _ ...... ' , i i i i I i i I I i . t-'-t_
..... • , . o • . , • . . • • ' • o • . . • o o . • • •
............. i ..... : : : : : ....... : : : : : : : :_
.. I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ...... : : : : I : : : ::
"_'" .7 , i! :i :':"
....... _ . : : ..... _ .................
Z_ ................. • ............... : : : : -
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_TA _T SY_'6Q. C_NFI_LJRATI_ 12EgC_|PTI_ _ _ A|LI_N _ _D_I_ I_ORMATI_
_I_3 _ I^_ _HTI_ _ _T {O T]_ _IT_ _ _ I_._ -_._ ._ ._ _ 2b_O.O000 _._T.
_Z_| IA-_ _HTI_ MOOEL _-OT (0 T)_ PIT_ _ I_._ ._ ._ ._ L_F I_.0000 IN.
(_l_l _ |A-_ _HT|_ MOOEL _-OT CO T|_ PIT_ _ I_._ 15._ ._ ._ _F . I_.0000 IN.
X_ 17_.8000 IN. XT
Y_ .0000 IN. YT
_.6GOO IN. ZT
_E .01_
.... , o ...... • • ....... o,. .............
........... °° • .... ,,,i .... _,•oo ,,.,t*o.,-• ......... ,* -o,,s ..o o, ...... ,,°,..
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/_TA _T S'Y?'80- CI3,FI6UIt, ATI_ DESCRI_I_ _ E_ ^I_ _ _ I_O_"qATI_
(_|_] IA-_ _HTI_ M_L _T (0 T)_ PI_ _ |_._ ._ ._ ._ L_F |_._ IN.
[_1_3 |^-_ _HTI_ _ 32-0T [0 TIll _ ._ -_._ ._ ._ X_ 17_.EI000 IN. XT
C_l_ ] |A-_ _HT|_ MOOEL _T (0 T]_ _ _ ._ ._ ,_ ._ Y_ .0000 IN. YT
[_IOIF] IA-_ _HTI_ MOOEL _T tO T]_I _ _ ._ 15._ ._ ._ _ _.EO00 IN. ZT
_ALE .01_
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DATA _T $Yl'qBa. C_flFIGLJRATION OL_JO_|PTI_N _ _LEVON AILR_q _ I_FE'I_NC£ INFOI_MATION
[ZH|_] _ |A-_ CFHT]08 P'_IL "¢'_-0T [0 T]h_. PITCH LP RH 158,000 -20,000 ,000 o00O SREF 2S¢J0o0000 SQ,FT,(ZH|_f'q] |A-60 CFHTZOB I*'q_L 32-0T (0 T|N52 PITCH LP 1,,58.000 .000 .000 ,000 LR_F 12_O.O00O IN.
[;ZHIO"/N| _ fA'-'_ C'FHT|OB I"_OEL 3_-0T (0 T|N52 PITCH LP 158,000 15,000 ,00O ,000 BREF • 129Q,0C_O0 IN,
(_IC_] IA-,SO CFHTI08 MODEL 32-0T [0 T]NSI RCS OCF .000 -20,000 .OOO .000 XM_ 1725.8000 IN, XT
[ZHI0_F} IA-SO CFHTIC_ H00EL _-OT (0 TIN52 RCS _ ,000 ,0C]0 ,000 ,000 YMR_ ,OOO0 IN, YT
[_4|01F] IA-SO CFHTI_ MO_L 32-0T [0 TIN51 _cF .000 15.000 ,000 .000 _ _,8000 IN. ZT
SCALE ,0100
.oo!jii iiii,i i i,iiii iiii ........:.::::::
,007 .... " -: .: -_.
-_× ii!ii iiii_!li iiii i_ii iiii il i:::::::::::::::
'i_:_: !!!i !!ilIi _!ii i!!i ........
o .oo_iiii! ii!i !i!ii !:i_ ii!i ii!! ........
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°°_ _ 11111i!!i ........Z ' .........o .oo3 iill i!ii !iii ill :::: ::::
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C_TA SET _ C_I@'I_/F_TI_ OE'SCRIP'TION _ ELEt'I_I Al_ _ REFERENCE INF_tATICN
(I_1010) _ IA-S0 CFHTI08 MOOEL 3_-OT (0 T}I_ PITCH t_ 446,000 .000 .000 .(_0 SREF 2S'_.00C0 SQ.FT.((:HI030] _ Ia-_ _FHTI{_ M_L 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .000 55,000 L_EF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 12_.0000 IN.
XMRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
YH_ ,0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 633 .SO00 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
_ 212 : .................
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0AT^ SET S_MB_L _FIGU_ATt_ 0_lPTI_ _ ELE_ AILR_ _ REFERENCE INFORMATION
C_lOl0) R |A-GQ C3_HT|06 HOOEL _-0T CO T)_2 PIT_ LP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF _'_o.oooo _.FT,(CHI030) __ ]A-60 CFHTI0B M00EL 3_-0T (0 T)h_ PITCH _ _6,000 ,000 ,000 55.000 LI_F |2g0,0000 IN.
BREF 12_ .0000 IN,
X_ 1725.8000 IN. XT
YMR_ .0000 IN. YT
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u - .006 ........O ....T7- ._ ....: : -7--T





_- -.012 : : 2 2 ; 2 : 2
z -.013 : : : : : : : :
.J ........
-.014 i i i i i i i i
z°ii!i  i!il!ii!li!ii!i........-.016 ; ; i ; i i i i-.o1_ iiii ;iii
-.OlS ::' ' ::'" :: I::: :: : :-_!!!! !!!!
".018_,5 _, • ' " " • • .-_.____s_i1 15 D 5
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E_ATA SET SYM_. C_IGU_.ATICN 0E_IPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILR_ _ I_EFE;aENCE INFORMATION
_ZHIION} _ TA-SO C:FHTI00 _ 32-0T (0 TII_ PIT_ UP 'i46.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF _I_.0000 SQ.FT.
C2'H131_| _ IA-S0 E_HTI08 MOOEL 3_:_-OT(0 T}ht52 PITEH UP 446.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 12_0.0000 IN.[ZHI02F) ]A-60 CFHTI{_I M00EL 3{2-0T I0 T)h_ I_ OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 8REF - 12_O.0000 IN.£Z_1_ I IA-S0 C_HTI08 MODEL 32-0T (0 TIN49 _ RL"S OFF .000 .000 .000 55.000 XMRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
YM_ .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 633.6000 IN. ZT
SCALE .{3100
.40 _- ' : ! : , , , : , , _ , , , , , , , , , , i i , , , -_-_ i- i-
........ . i .....
......... i 1 ....
..... , .......... . • 4 .... i ........
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 ° iiiiiIiiii !iii ....._ .o0 .... iiii iiii iiii:iiii............ ° .....
.... ..........
,,< ................. : : : : : : : : :
- : : _ ..... , ' .................
0-.I0 ..... . _.// ........................
z ::::: :::: _.j_.: ..................................... ::::::::: :::: ::::I::::l:::::
- .25 .... ' .......
-.30. -I I I 2 3
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DATASET SYP'IB_ CON_I_RAT|O",d 0EcJ:RIPrlO,4 F'CRCS ELEV_q ^ILR_N _ R£FERENC£INF_RMATION
C_tI10N) _ IA-SO CFHTI08 P'_OEL"4_'-0T (0 T]I',_2 PITCH UP' 446.000 .OC0 .000 .(300 SREF 26S0.0000 S0.FT.
C_-_131_'41 IA-60 CFHT|O8 M0[_L 3_-0T ((_ T)N52 PITCH LP 446.000 .0130 .C00 55.000 LR'EF 1290.IXX_ IN.
CZHI02F] _ IA-P.n CFHTIOB MOOEL 32-0T (0 T]h52 RCS OFF .00O .0C_ .000 .00Q BREF • 12¢J0.0000 IN.(;_-_108F] ZA-_ CFHTI fIR M00EL 32-0T (0 T)N_9 I_ _ OFF ,0O0 ,0GO ,GO0 55,000 XP$_ 1725,8000 IN. XT
YI_ .0000 IN. YT
Z_ 633.6000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
12 ............. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' , , _ , ' _ _ ,-'-, ,1
• ....... . ....... . • ....
. , , , , . o , ....
10 .....
........... ° ......... , ....
,08 . .
- • ..... ° • I , . • . ° ° ° ......... , . ° •
_: ............. 2211112".__ 2222 ..............u ,06 .............................
" iiiiiliiil,ii!iilililij,/: ii....p-hi , ° ° •"' ,04
h ...... • .... • ..... ° • •
IJ " ° " ° " • ° " • " .... ° • .° ° | • • ° ..... ° ..... , , • , ,
,., i!ii iiil iiii0 . • , ° ° , • ° ° ° , , °_ ....... • • ° ° , , I , ° , •• , . °
LIJ _. . , , , • . . ° , , _.
_-- • • , * • • • ° I .... , . . , . . . ° . . . .
•- .............................. _122
co -.02
I--,I " ° ' " " • ° • * /._ ' • ...................... ,
"1- - .... • ° • • , . , . i ................
u _ .04
_ • , , , , , , , , • ° , • ° , °
,06 . . .
' .
.................... , .... ° ........
- .08 E ..............
.....iiii,:ii l •• , . , ° • ........ t • . • ° , , , ,
• "_- -1 O 1 ] ' ....5-'-_--'-_-31
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OATA _T SYMBOL CI_NFIGURATI_ OESO_II:'TI_,_ _ ELEVON AILR_ _OSRK REF'E'I;ENCE INFORMATI_'_
_ZHII_] _ IA-_ _TIO! H01IL 3t_-0T (0 T]N_ PIT_-4 UP 446.000 ,000 ,000 ,000 SI:_F _,0000 _.FT,
_Z_I_] IA-_ C_'HTIOB I'I_L 32-_T £0 T]_ PlTO.4 UP 44S.000 ,000 ,000 _,000 LREF I_.0000 IN.
CZHI0_'2F) _ IA-_ CFHTI08 M_L _-0T CO T];'_ _ OFF .O00 .0_ .000 ._ 8_EF I_.0000 IN.
[ZHI[_] IA-60 OCHTI08 M_EL 32-0T [0 TIN49 N52 _ OFF ,C_ .0C_ ._ 55.000 XM_ 1725.8000 IN. XT
YM_ .0000 IN. YT
Z_ _,_ IN. ZT
SCALE .01DO
o35I !! ':/: '"k........ '"' ..... "'I''"" '"-"
-''°'i ''': :i:: i:ii _iii _ii: i:: .........
× ........................ :: !!i! !!!! !!!!i
z .o20 m I:TiTTT_TTT i T T [ :
":'. _._g::::t:::; ::::_.:::i:::: ::::t::::t::::t:iii_
............ .......t t t tN .................... i ......... :ii !:21o_o_ .. .I. ..
u. L,:.: :.i'i: .... ",,',,' I .I'':Ii':'I':::]
,- _-.... I....... : :::: :::,"___--._l: .... I.... i
•- ...._........ .....::: ::::_ 1....
-.005
• , . ° .... , ........ . ....
--.010_ ' ..... ' , , ......... '"
I I O 5_--_-_-
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DATA sEr S_B)L C_NFI_RATION OE'_IPTION I_ ELEVEN AILR_ _ REFERENCE INFOI_TICN
[O4100S| £ IA-G0 CF'HTII_ HEEL :3¢_-_T [0 T)N52 PITCH UP 15a.CX3Q .0QO[ _41_c_g | |A-_c_ I_C'HTl0e I't_{IL 32-0T {0 T|I"_2 PITCH UP 1580000 o{XX_ .000"00055.(X)0"000SREFI_I_F2S90.00001290.0000IN.S0.FT.
8REF • 12'_D.O000 IN.
XMRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
YMR_ .0000 IN. YT
633.6000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
I 0 _, , ..........
. o ....... , ............. . , .3 • . • • • . l e m I | s , I _ I t | .I •' ok ..........i I t II _r"--r_-1-- I'--I-- T "
• . o • ........ . ....... . • . • •
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:E ..................... : : : : : : : : ....
_" : : : : : : : : : ................
• • :: ........... •••:
•8 L 1
............. :::: .............
!Z!I ........ • .................
'-_ ,7 _ . . : . . . : • • " .... : .............. ,!!!i ii!! !!ii .........._ i ............ * .... d .....
. , , , .
. • o • o • • . • t , ...... . , , ° •
• ' ......... • i .... . ° . . " • ' ' .....
- • . . . o . . o , .... • .... , . ° o . , " . ....... • • .
..... ; . . . ; .......... ; ; " : • . .. : • . : : • . . : - .
#m_ .... . . . . . ......... • • ° • . . . . ....... . .
:_ " . . . ° .... o o . ..... . • • . . ..... o . . ! .........* • • • • • • * • • • 6 . ....
4 " " " ° " ' ° " " • ' " " • " " " * Q • ...... • • ....... t ....
0 • ...... : • ; • • : • • : . . : '. ;.;, . : , , '
I.-.- ; : : : : : : : : ............ , ..... 4 ........ : : : : :
......... : : : : : : : : .... , .... i .............
• • • • i . . • . o • . . . ° . . . • . .
,,, .3 • . . : : .....:3 ............... . ; . '.. : .
• . . ° ........ . . . • . ..... . . . . . • • . . .......0 :: : : : ..............................
Z:: .2 ..... " ....... J_-_ "_-'- ................. : : : : "
ii.2 .........(J :: : : : : : : : .... ] .........
z .I ...... : : : : ) : i )
 iil i iI0 : : " : : __ , : : : : ..... : : : : :.... o . • • , .n,, .0 . . . m, _ .... : : : : "
E) .... . . . . • ....... ._ ° ,,,r .........
(.J .... • o . , " . . .......
EL .... ° " • ' : : : Z ..... : . : : .......
• • . • . . . . .
CO ..2 ................. : ....
Z ............... ° " "
,.-, : ...... : .... : : • . . : : ..........
.j ...... . • . . . • . • . . . . . • . : • .
• . ............ . . . .(_ -o3 ............
E) : : : . . : : : : : : : : . • .... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
(-) -,4 " " " • " " " ...... " ........(/') " ' " : : : : : : ............... T--: .--7-- .......(.,'1 : : : • . ......... : : : : : :
OCO --''_" 5 i i ; --; i i i i 5i i i i O; i i i 5i i ; _ i i ; i i i i ._L..... L--i--L_[_. -L_..L___J,_(.-) 0 31
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DATA SET SYMBOL C_I_IFIGUI_TI_I f'J_I_I_IPTI_N _ EI_EVI_N A|I_I_ON _ _FERENCE INF_ATI[_I_I
[_I00g] _ [A-l_] [_FHTICIe_ 32-0T I0 T]I_2 PIT[_I _ 158.000 .000 .13QO .000 5;_EF 2b-_:J0.OCl00 SI_.FT.[_IC_ _ [a-_ C_'HTI_ _L 32-0T [0 T]I_2 PITCH I.P 158.000 °000 .000 5S.000 LREF 1290o0000 IN.
I_F - 12_ .0000 IN.
x_ 1'TL:_. 8000 IN. XT
yF'RP .0000 IN. YT
_3._00 IN. ZT
_ALE .OlO0
0032 ............ _i ...... i i t ! _ _-_--1--T .... 1 1 1 I ]
• !iiiilii!i iiii f::.'X:.................... 4i ................
•°°_°_!_i!!!i'_/ !!i_ ....... ' ........... i .... t ............
__ .0028 .............. ' . .. ................ .. .... -_
8 .oo22 " .......
u_ .0020 ............
;i ....
'" !i!!! !!!!liii! !!!i :::: ....






i : :: : :: ::
- _i!_ _!!_!i/ili_!!!!t_'_i_, i!_ _:........ ..
_ "°°°_:iiii iiii_;; iii iii_! i:_ _:_ ....
"
Ill ........
.ooo.iiiiiliIII .........0002 ........Z ........
-. 0002_, -I 1 25 31
ANGLE 8F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIGII EFFECTOFSPDBRKDEFLECTIONON N52 JET INTERACTION,QSIM= 20 PSF


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































[)ATA SET SYHBOL C_F'IGURATION [:]E'S_RIPTI01_ I:'CRCS ELEMI:N ^|l..l_]l_ _ I_[FE'I_ENCE INF01_"IATIO',_
_C_1]009| _ ]A-G0 C:FHTIOB HOOEL 3_-0T [0 T]_ PITCH UP 158. r'n_ .000 .000 .(:X_ _F _,Q000 SQ.FT,
_O-410:2x:J] |A-60 I:FHT|06 M_L 3F2-0T [0 TIN52 PITCH UP 15_,000 .000 .000 55,000 LREF 12(J0.0000 IN.
8REF I:L>SO.0000 IN.
XMRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
YMRP .CX:]00 IN. YT
ZHRP S33.SO00 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
.014 ............. • " • : ! _ " : _ ! _ _ _ _ ! .'-_ - T]_. ! l
iiii ii ilil i .................
o .011 ...... : : .... : . : : : : ; . . : . . . _ .........
!iiilIiil;ililfilliiii!ii!iili ....N .010 . _ ' • • •
°° Iiii!oo iiil iiiiI!iil....Z ....hi ...._'- .00"7 .... _a0 ........ -1co .006 -Z ....
oo !iiiili iiiili!iiii!!fill!.....004 ....
oo  :i;;i;;;i iiii iii  iiii ii i ....
.DO1_ 1 31
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIGII EFFECTOFSPDBRKDEFLECTION N52 JETINTERACTION,QSIM= 20PSF






DATA SET SYM_ CONFI_JRATI_ _IPTIO_._ P'C;_CS ELEVEN AILR_N SI_ REFERENCE INFORMATI_
_ZHI0'C3_] _ IA-SO _CHTI08 MOOEL 3_-0T [0 T]h_2 PITCH UP' 158.000 .O00 °000 .000 SREF 2S90°0OC0 SQ.FT°
Z_I2°J_) _ IA-60 CYHTI06 MOOEL 3"2-0T [0 T]i_ PITCH UP' 158.000 .000 .[_00 55.000 LREF 1_)90.0000 ZN.[ _10_ ] ] -_ FHTI08 _L _I_-0T ( ]f_ _ _ .0 00 000 o 00 _F - _.0000 IN.
[ZHI08 _ ) |A-SO CFHTI08 MOOEL _I_-0T [0 T]N49 _ RCS OCF .000 .000 .000 55.000 XM_ 1"725.8000 IN. XT
YM_ .0000 IN. YT
Z_ 6_13.6000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
• 4D _ ' ' ';- ! ! ; ; | .... : ; .' ,. ! .* ; , ,_ b, , , i , , _ i _T--_-r _.iiii :::: ::: ::::
iii!i:i!i ........... i!)i......... I ....
.30 .... : ' : : :......
......... , . , ,
........ i/: ........................... ° 0 ..... , ............... t • • * • ° . ° ,
.25 ' ' ' : . . : ,, " ....
...... , ........ * . . , ¢ .....
LU .15 "'; " : .... ; " ............,
_ ..... • ..... t . . • . . . ° . .
.... o .........(.J ..... • • • • t .......... : : "j
u_ .IO ......... _ • - - 7_, .............. • • • •
_ - • • • • . ....... " • ° * t • ° ° ° -
° .... ii i-  illiill ' ....r,- .DO ............
Ii .... * ..... I .... /_. ! " ............ ° .......
_ - .05 ................. ....
iiiii iiii!/...... 'o -.10 : • • • : : ..... : •z ::: : :::: :: :: ::::;: : :: :::::...................... ° . =
-.15., .........................
..... • . . . - ................
..... ; : ; : .......................
- 20 _. : : !:. j . , ......................., .... , _
.... ' " " • * • • • a ........ _ .....
. . , . . , o . " ........ . . . _ ........ _ .....
...... . . . . : : : : : : : : ............. , .....25 ........
..... . _. _. • . . : : :. ..... .... • .' .. -. .....• .... . .' ..........._ _-:__..-:__:_:__._.._,3Q_ ....... ; ; ' ' ' ; ' ' ' ; : : : : : ' ' _ ....
-' ' -1 0 1 ] --';--__--_-3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG l l EFFECTOF SPDBRKDEFLECTIONON N52 JET INTERACTION,QSIH= 20 PSF






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA _;_'TSYMBOL CI_NI_IGIJI_.ATI_IDESO_IPTI_I PO_L"S EL£VI{_I *ILR_4 _ I_EFEREM:E INF_MATISN
{_4109N) ,_ IA-60 EFHTI00 I'_OEL 32-0T {0 TIhEp2 P|TO-t lip 156.0{:_ .000 .OOO .000 S_EF 21_IO.CXX_ _I.FT.
{ZH12(_J_} _ IA-60 EFHTT0e I_OEL ::_I_-0T {0 T}_ P|TO-I UP 150.l::X30 .000 .{:X_ _.000 LREF ]290.EX}CX_ IN.d_'_|02F'} I00 M OEL _I2-0T PI ]I'_2 _ _-F .000 000 .{_00 O - 129Q.0000
[ZHIOO _ ] I^-_ EFHTIO0 M{_L 32-0T {0 T}N4_g l_ _ OFF .OO0 .0OO .0_ 55.000 X_ 1"7_5o0OO0 IN. XT
YMRP oOOOO IN. YT
$33. SOCO IN. ZT
SCALE .OlO0
•012 _' ' ' ' ' , ' 7_ , , , ,_i-.._ , , _ J , _ _ , , , r7 -!.--T_.-]T-' I , T]]
................... Jiiiii°011 '_ ....... : : : " : : " : : ......_" : : : : : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : ..... : : : :
-:ii!_!!!!1_\.!!!! !!!!t!!!!::::: l
"°°siiiii !ii iii!'iii!'_i!::! i!ii !i --+---_ l
- ;!ii!ilii!!/iiiiii:>. .OO8 ----_-__-_o .007 ' : : : : : : : : :
° iiiilIiiii/iil!iiiii\iil!illil ......006 .... : - _.-._-Z : : : : : : : :u .005 . - _ • .......
]]i]iI]i_]i]ii ]]tii%]ti];; i_]i ........
:_,oo,if!! !°_-i!!j!!i!_!ii i _ _i!i iiii ........:::::: ::: :,-. .003 ........
°°2ii!i  iii!ii : ....::::....
LL : : : : ....
LIJ .... : : : :
o .OOl ....
L.) : : : : : : : :
.000 - " .......
ILl : : : : ....
- .DO1 ....
: : : :
o - .002 -'- _
Z " " : : : : :
---.003 .... : : : :
_: : : : : , : : : : , : : : : : : : : .... : : : :
>- -.OO_ ....... ; .... : : ' : ...... : : " " : : : : : : : :
.... ' ............ i i ....
005 ............. " .......
-I0 5 I 15 O 5 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG II EFFECTOF SPDBRKDEFLECTIONON N52 JET INTERACTION,QSIM= 20 PSF








C_TA OPT $YMBO.. CCNI:'IGURATIO',{ IIIE'SCRIPTICN I='CRCS ELEV_{ ^ILR_N _ REFERENC_ INFORHATIO'_
OICHI024] _ IA-_ CF"HTIOB _ 3i"2-0T I0 T3N49"_m_ {_L_L 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 ,_'EF"
_-_'-¢I012) IA-_ CFHTIOB HOOEL 3_-0T l0 T)N49 _ ROLL 2SSO.0000 S0.FT.O |A-_ CFHTI_ MODEL 32-0T (0 T|N49 N52 _ 446°000 lS,OO0 .000 °0GO BI_F - 1_o0000 IN.-._(CHI_ 3 446,CX_0 .OQO .CO0 .QO0 LREF I_._ IN.
t_ XMRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
YMR'P . CX3_O IN. YT
_3.G000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
.......... r ............ rhi ......... ' • ' ..............
Z ..... ' ............ " ° ' " ........ . .......
.... . • . . . .................. . . 0
"-' 1.0 ........
LL , • • , . . o . ..... ...... _--
Z " " ....... ° " " ' • ' • • ............
o .13 = ' .......... "
............. . ._ _....__. ... () .........
.... ' _-_J_ _ • .C_o . . .Z .G ' _ -"'_- • • • • , ......
. . o . • • .....
° "'I..... ....
-_d .... ' ' • ° .... • .......... ° " °hi - " ...... ° ..... • .... • .....
•2 _Lr ....
{_l - ................. . • • • • . • • .
.............. • . • .
!ii!ii!!i ...._ - ° ° .............. ° ........m oO ............
_IP - ° • ...... • ............................
< -.4 .........
u. ................................... ,.2. :.
_ ................ ..... • ........ • ' ° " { .... i
'_P .... ° • , • ..... • ...... ,
ql_ • • • • ° .... • • • . • • .... • • ' • ..... M
,,_ " ° o • . • ° • . , . . ......
................ . • , • .... o . . , •
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 12 EFFECTOF ELEVONDEFLECTIONON N49N52JET INTERACTION.OSIH= 7 PSF




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































>_TA _T _ C:Ol_IC, tJ_,kTl_,t ()ESCRIPTION _ ELEVI_I ^ILION SPOBI_ REFEl_NCE INFOR_,ATIO',,I
_C.H1024] _ ]A-60 CFHTI0e I"{00EL 32-0T [0 T|I',,14_I',_ {_LL 446.000 -20.0{]0 .000 .000 _qEF 2_90.0000 SO.F-T.
£CHI012] _ IA-60 CFHTI08 M_L "4'_-0T(0 T)N49 l_ ROLL 446.000 .000 .0O0 .000 LREF 12'cJ:J:J:J:J:J0.0000IN.{CHI006] |A-_rl CFHTI08 M_L 32-0T [0 T)N48 N52 ROLL 446.000 |5°000 .000 .000 BREF - 1_3{].0000 IN.
XMRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
yI"It_ .OOOO IN. YT
--J _ r:_ .SO00 IN. ZT
.z 1.0 _..--'--'-t. ! i : : : : .............. , , ,--_--EALE_--,_M:_Q.z--,OOt- 1"
L::I!I:;!: 122"_::'',:'': :': :':i !i!! /__i:::
..........J..... ::: l....l.....Iii1 .....z .5i2222i2:2: 2::'i .... I • i::: i!!: "i! ::::28
•_::::: ::::_iill IIII iiiljiiilJiiii_!!!i_i:ii!
•_!2111II_I;: :!:: i:;:j:!::]i;igtliilj!iii:
.2 ; ...... _ : : : : : ............ : : : : : :
c_ "1"!I151 i:;:j"!i_'L--; : ; ;::: ;:!:t:!iit!;iil;;i;:
_-._,:.ii!! i!i: :!:: ::ii ::i: i:_i i!i! ii!i !i!!-
_-.3._ilil ili: :i: !:!::-i:! i!_ !_! !:.!i !!!!-
e_ _ iliili iiii ii:_i ilii i::: _ _ _ ::::
m ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
(_
.o FIG12 EFFECTOFELEVONDEFLECTION N49N52,.IETINTERACTION,OSIH= 7 PSF
(J CA)HACH = ]0.33 PAGE 79
DATA _T SYMBOL _FIGURATIO_I OESf_IPTIC_I _ EL.EV_ ^ILRO'_ _ REFEREr'_E IhF(_ATI_
{CHIOI2) _ IA-S0 CFHTI08 I"OOEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 _ _ 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 12o_0.0000 IN.6 _|006] ] E:) I r'_ P'I: - { ] ROLL 15.000 OOO B - |_13.(3 C)XMF_ 1"725.8000 IN. XT
y_ .0000 IN. YT
Z_ G33 .,_000 IN. ZT
_ALE .0100
,nn'___ _-_- .... _ ..... '' ................. -'-"-'-'3I . ..................... r ....... t ........
................. i ............ , ........
..................... : : : :__--i " - ..................... . .... _ .....
. _.oo....... ,-....!i!iU




LU -.012 i i : : :[ : : : : i : . : : : : : : : : : i :
,,,,,,; !',',i -- .018 J ....
................. i ....................
................. • ....................
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
• FIG 12 EFFECTOFELEVONDEFLECTIONN49N52JETINTERACTION,OSIM= ? PSF
[A)MACH = I0.33 PAGE 80
DATA ¢_CT_ CO4rlGt,f_TI_ 0ESCRIPTIO_ _ ELEVO_ ^ILK'0N _ I:_FLq_NCE IM:O_'IA'rlo_
{CHH_4] _ ]^-60 CFHTI08 M00EL 3tZ:_-0T(0 T]N49',F_2 RtO_L 446.C100 -_.000 .0l_ .00O _EF 2b_0.0000 SQ.Fr.
{I::HI012) _ I^-60 CFHTIOB M_L 32-0T [0 TIN49 N52 ROLL 446.{X]0 .000 ,000 ,000 LREF 12<J0,00_ IN,{CHI{:OS} IA-S0 CFHTIOB M_L 32-0T {0 T)N49 I_ ROLL 446.000 15.0{30 .000 ,000 8REF 12'_,0_ IN,
XMRP 1725.80O0 IN, XT
yI_ ,00130 IN. YT
ZHRP 633.6000 IN. ZT
SCALE .OlO0
iili iiii iiii Eiliiiii ii ,.o,,o }iil !!!ri_ii ....IE
-- .0165 .... : :
0 ,:: : : : : : : : : : : :
N .0155 . ........
t,J










iiii -I,-z .0120LLI:ELIJ_: .0115UZ .0110
-I I I 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 12 EFFECTOF ELEVONDEFLECTIONON N49N52JET INTERACTION,OSIM= 7 PSF


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































_T^ _T SYHBOL CO_-IOJRATI_ OESCRIPTI_ _ E_ ^ILR_I_ _ . _FERENCE I_(_PIATI_
_X_] Ia-_ _HTI_ _k _-0T [0 TIll _ _ ._ -_._ *_ ._ X_ 17_.8000 IN. XT
{_I_] Ia-_ _HTI_ M00EL _-0T [0 T]_ _ _ °_ ._ ._ ._ Y_ .0000 IN. YT
{_Z01F] _ IA-_ _HTI_ M00EL _-0T {O T]_I _ _ ._ 15._ ._ ,_ ZMRP _.SC_O IN. ZT
_ALE .OI_
•002 __ .--7-.-.-.-.-.-.-.--V.T T-. __ r-_, ....... , I-
............ :::: ....
................ ::::
.... _ ........ - . . .
• . , . . . . - .......
.000 :::: "':: _ .... "'' "_
!!!! :::: :::: _ ::::
.... :::; ........ .--.x ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! i i i i .... __ : : : '-_ T-:_
< -.002 _ _ _ _ ........................ _Z_Z___Z
o ........ " ........... ,_: :___
m :::: :::: :::: iiii :::: :::: :::: ........
-.004 ........ : : : : .... : : : : ........ : : : : : : :
............ " ........... .--_L..._ ...._ i
m :::: ..................
O : : : : i i _ i : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ....
'_.OOa ............ : : : : _ : _ _ _ : : : :• . o ........ . , . , .....
Z .... " ....... :::: ::::
-.008 .... .::: ::::
::;: .... • .... ::: ....
.... ° ...................
W .... : : : : : : : : : : : : ............
o -.010 ................ : : : : : : : : ....0 :::. "''"
: : : : ....................
z :::: : :_i :::: ................:::: .... :::: ............
-.012 ............ " ' " ' : : : : : : : :
o : :: : : :: : :: : : :: : : : : : : : : : :
z -.014 .... " ............... " .......
• , , , ................
0 :::: ................ ''''
.... : : : : : : : : ; : : : .... : : : : : : : :
-.018 .... ' ........... : : : : : : : : : : : :
.... . .... ° ..............
.................. :::: :::: i_:
:::: ::: .... • ............... __:
............ :::: :::: :: :: :::: ! !!! ::: ::
I
FIG12 EFFECTOFELEVONDEFLECTIONNN49N52JETINTERACTION,QSIM: 7 PSF
[A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 83
_T^ SET SYMBOL CONFI_,.RATI_'i 0E'CJ_RIPTION _ ELEVON AILR_ _ REFERENCE INF_MATI_ ....
(ZH|_4.N| _ ]A-_ CF'HTlr_ PIOOEL 312-0T [0 T|N49'_:_ ROLL 446.000 -_,000 ,000 ,000 SREF 26_10o0QC0 _,FTo
IZHI|_&) IA-_ r_.FHT]_ MOOEL 32-0T [0 TIN49 i_ ROLL 4H_6o000 ,000 o000 oOOO LREF 12_O°O_ IN.
Z'HIOI_] _ ]A-GO CICHTI06 MOOEL 32-0T (0 TIN49 _ ROLL 44So000 15.000 °000 o000 B_F 12_o0000 INo
ZHIO3F" ] IA-6O CFHTIC_ MOOEL 32-0T (0 TINS1 RCS _ ,000 -20,000 ,000 ,000 XM_ 1725.8000 IN. XT
tZHIO_JF) IA-_ CFHTIOB M_L 32-0T [0 T]I'_2 RCS _ .000 .000 °000 ,000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT
(z_IOlF| |A-F_O CFHTIO8 MOC]EL 32-0T [0 TIN51 RCS _F .000 15.000 .000 .000 Z_ 633.6000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0lOCI
14 , ' ' ' ' ..... ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' , ' ' , , ,--,-,-_-, 1
.... " ....... • .... i .........
._o ..... I .................... ...-..-/J-'.'_ • • ' _:_- :_:
- .................. 777
.08 . . ,
_ 1221: ;;;; ;;;; ;;;; ........
z .06 . , - " .......
-" ................. i! .........04
" ............ ........
ill _ ........ , . ...... •
(_) p ........ . ........ " .......
(J .02 _ . ; 7 ......
Z ..... ° ........ • ..... . ......
Ill ..... , ........ . .......
_ .00 ....
(_ ...... . . .
,-,_ - .04
- .06 , ,
- .08 , , ,
-- • 1__, ' ' ' LI l , , l .... l l l ......... 1 I -'25_+ *!ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG12 EFFECTOFELEVONDEFLECTION N49N52JETINTERACTION,OSIH= 7 PSF





DATA SET SYMBOL C_'_IGUI_TION I::_jI_IPTI_I PCI_S ELEVEN AILI_0N _ R£FERENCEINF(_MATIO'q
_?_] _ f,_-__i_,.,_L _ _ _]__ ,_._ -_o._ ._ .__ _ _o.oooo_._T.
[ZH.I06N] _ ]A-60 CF'HT|0e MOOEL 32-0T [0 T]N4S N52 _ 44_=:_ 15:_ "e"f_-'_ .r_ Lm__ 1_. ,____ !N.!_-_ __ I_:__I_ _:,__:8_[8_ _ _ ._ -_o._ :_ :_ _-_ _,'_:_ _: x_
[ZHIOIF] _ |A-_O CFHTI06 MOOEL 32-0T T]_! l__ _ "_ t_*_ "_'_ .L_ YMRP .0000 IN. YT
[0 ............. uuu .UUIJ .000 Z_ALE S,33:01F_ IN. ZT
•020 F " " : " : I " : : " I " : " : : " : " : : : : ----_Z_:...."--3-:....
_:_.... ....:/.J : : : ..5 : ................
,.., .018, i i i i i _. i .... ..... : : : ..........
_ i ,_ ' ' i _ . I .... : : : " --'_ :_- ' "
: .016 ,'" : :" i/I/'11" " : ' :" : l :"" : , : : : ' : " : : : " : : " : : : .....-_.-.._---_,,-., :. : : : : : : : : : : : ....
m° .014 .... : In" : " " • : : • : - • : : : • : • • : • • : ....... ..
,-, :: : : : /_'_:: : : : • ; ............ : . . . : . . --:-7---::.
z .012 ": : '_,/" : ' : : : ! : ! : ! : ! : ! : ! ! : : : : : : :
>" ........... \\ .................. : '_ ii
"" "" " " :: : :::_i: :: : :22 : 222 : 22 : : : : : ....
... - ............. _ .... : : . . . : . . : : : : : ........
.oo_:: • : • , ' " • : I : • : • ."_\:--, .... l:.l:...l::iil:::::
_) " . . . . . ° ......... o .... . . . . . o ° . . . . .
.........!...... ....f ! ! !z :2 .......................... : : " "".oo_i ..... : :: " :::
::::: : : : :_':.._-"-_. : .... "-',_'_.:I..._-,o-,-__. I .... I .....
< -.o02:: " _I _ _'__i i :__-"_ :::I :::::
-.oo4 , , :_: -T" .... I_:-"_ :: :-I-:- " _
..... ; ; ; ; [ ; ; ; ; . ; ; ; ; , . ; • . . ........
-.ODE _ ,_ ,,_ ,.. ,_... ; _ :_ _-J_..._-._-..,.__l..,.__.:._,..,
., - ,'u -j u 0 10 15 20 25 - "-_
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG12 EFFECTOFELEVONDEFLECTIONN49N52JETINTERACTION,SIM- 7 PSF
















































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBOL CX_'IEI.I_TION _IPtlO_l _ ELEV0_I AILRON _ I_£F'ERENC£ INF0h_ATION
(CHI0:2'3) _ XA-S0 CFHTI08 M00EL 3_-OT (0 T)N49_. i_LL |SB,000 -20o000 o000 ,000 SI_EF _,0000 S0,FT°[CHI0|I ) |A-60 CFHT|C_ M00EL 3_)-0T (0 T|N49 i_ ROLL |58,C]0C] ,000 ,000 ,000 LREF l_¢J0,0000 IN,
(CH|0OS] ZA-F_ CF'HT|08 M_L 3_-0T t0 T)N4g I_ I_ |58,000 15,000 =000 ,000 81_F - I_,0000 IN,
(_I XMRP 1725,8000 IN, XT
Y_ .0000 IN. YT
_ _._ IN. ZT
SCALE ,0100
...................... • " • • • " ' ' ....... !
..... . • • • • . , ........
........... • , • . . . • • , . + . •/!/! .................Z_ .... + .... : : : : ....
........... + • + . , ...... . ........
'-' '6 ............. " ............ ::::
: : • • , • • • : ; : : " ; • : : • - _ .... : .-i--:-_.. . . . .
Z ..... " ..... • . ...... . . • ' .... , o , _ • • • ....
.5 ilil !i!i iili ...........: : : : : I ' " " ..... ' ! • • • • ' ' " "
!!!i :::::_
• 4 ..... : . .
iii!_ _!i !iii!!iii i!!i iliit ::::_: :i ::::i
__ .3 i: !:_>::::t::::
;i+:: : ! !r ._._! ! ! , , : fill"2 : ! i ! i'_ . :'( : : : : -
.I :::: :'_: i : :_ ")'_':-.• : .... :. ,i
•-- ..... :::: ............. iiiilil i_i i+ilil _
-J .0 . . ' ........... . .
. . + ........ . • • . • ,
Z ....
o -.1 . " ........... " : ....... : : •
......... • ......... . . ,
tiC: • : : : : : ; ........ • • . : • •
e:) -.2 ....... : : .... ' " • '
(,J : ..... . .
,< .... : • . • . .
L_ -.3 . . " : : : " : : : : " : " : " : " '
• . . , • .....
Z ........ '
• . ...... . • , • • . •
" -" ........! ; ; ; ' i ; ; ; i i i i ; ; : : : ....
o -._1 -I
o I
u_ ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES0o
o FIG13 EFFECTOFELEVONDEFLECTION N49N52JETINTERACTION,QSIN 20PSF















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA _T SYM_L C_e,FI_W, ATION OES_IPTICe_ PO_CS EL.EVI_ AI_ _ REFERENCE INFCRMATION
[CHI0"Z3] R IA-'-I_ CFHTI0e MOOEL 32-0T [0 TIN4¢Jq52 R__L 15B.00Q -20.000 .000 .QO0 SREF 2_9Q.0131_ SQ.FT.[EHI01I ] IA-SO EFHTI08 MOOEL 32-0T (0 T|N49 i_ ROLL 158o01_ .000 o000 .000 LE_EF I:_0,0000 IN.
[CHIO05] _ IA-GO EFHTI_ MOOEL 32-0T [0 TIN49 N52 ROLL 158.000 15.000 .000 .000 8FEF 1291:].0000 IN.
XMRP 1725 .IE)O0 IN. XT
YMRP o0000 IN. YT$33. SOOO IN. ZT
SCALE .01{30
.oo_oi.... t'"' ''" //T.."N "" "" '"' '_=-'.......'-' _'1
:_i!_ii!i}i!!! !_!! !!!_ ::::: :::
.0080 " : " : ..... : : : : :--:--"----:
!''! !!!! !!!!t .... ::::.......... : : : : i ....
(J .0070 : : ' : ---:-_-=-
z .0060 : _ : !__i--_:__-
-" _ i\_!'!!!! i!i ........,, : :: : : : : : :: ::u. .0050 ..... : ......
E:) ............................. : : : :
iii!iIi!ii!/i!i! il............ii! ....z .OOIO ....
ooiiiiiliiii///ii!iiilii l ....Z . : : : :>- .0020 ..
z .0010 : : : :hl , , , .
IJJ : ' : :
Q:: < ....
=-.ooooiiiii_i iiiliiii, i;ii ii,ii ::_ii i "",,,,
] 5
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG13 EFFECTOFELEVOLDEFLECTIONNN49N52JETINTER,ACTION,QSIM: 20PSF































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































_TA SET SYI"80L _I_FI_TIOM DE_-_RIPTI_ _ ELEv_ AILI_N _ REFEI_IX(_ INF01_ATION
_ZHI_3N] ! IA-SO CFHTIOB MOEEL 32-0T [0 T]N491_?. I_L 158.000 -_,000 .000 .O(X) S;_F _$80,0000 SQ.FT.
{ZHIIIN] IA-SO CFHTIC8 MOOEL 32-0T {0 T]N_9 l_ ROLL 158,000 ,000 ,000 ,000 LREF l_JO,O000 IN,
[ZHI05_] IA-SO CFHTI08 I_L 312-0T [0 T]N4S N52 ROLL 150,000 15,000 ,000 ,000 8FEF I_0,0000 IN,
{ZHIO3_] Ia-SO CF"HTI08 M_L 32-0T {0 T]NSI I_ OFF ,000 -20,000 ,000 ,000 XMI_ 1725,8000 IN, XT
O2F ] ] _n _D8 O {(_ I 52 I_ OFF , ,000 , ,000 _ ,0000 IN, YT
[ZHIOIF] IA-_ CFHTI_ MOCEL 3_-OT {0 T]IXS! _ _ ,000 15,000 ,000 ,000 ZMRP 633,6000 IN, ZT
SCALE ,0100
12 _'--T._'-- ' _ , , _ , , , b• .... , , i _ _ , i I , ! i i ; i , I _ .... I---I-" "T-'-3r- -
_- ............ - ................ ,,_ .......
.10 _ I ......
•08 • '
, ..... iiii"J ..... i_:_ ::i:c_ .06
_/ ' , , ,
_"_ .............. ' .... " * ' ° • • • t .........
Z .................
UJ ............... . . ' ....
U,,. ............... ° • • , , o o ° * " " ' " " ' "
02 ' ' ................
° iiii iiii ..................
........
},,,- ..... • • * • I .....
Z 00 ............ _ .... _ .....Ld •
- 02 ..................t.5 •
, . , . .
"I" ..... ' ....... ' ° ° ' • .........
- .04 .....................
.........'-' ::.__ ..........................0- :;ill
- .06 .........................
• . , o , , ........
_,. .... #,_ ........ , .... , , ,
- .08
.... . o ° . , . . o , '
-.10. ' ' ' ' ' , , , , , , ....
- ] 0 5 1 _- -_---L_--_31
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
FIG 13 EFFECTOFELEVON_E;,ECTT[_NONN_gN52JET TNTEeACTTON,OSIM= 20 PSF




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATASET 5YMBO_ CONF'IGURATIONOESCRIPTIOq PCRCS Et..Ev_t AILRCN _OBRK REFERENOEINFCW_ATI_
((:_I0..12] _ IA-60 _F'HTI0_ HOOEL31_-OT {0 TlN49t_S2 ROLL 446.000 .0C0 -15,0_ .000 S_EF _.0000 SQ.FT,
{_1012{ IA-60 C{:'HTI_'MI_I3EL13{_-0T(0 T]N49 _ ROLL 446.0(30 ._ .ClO0 .{XX) LR'EF 1290.000C) IN.
{r.H1034I _ |A-60 rFHTI{:)B_L _-0T [0 T:II',IW_W'_62R0t.L 446.{:If:W:).000 5.{:100 .000 }}':EF- I_._ IN.
{CHlO38} IA-60 CF'HTIOBMOOEL32-0T tO T]N4_I_2 ROLL 446.000 .000 15.000 .000 Xe'RW= 1725.8000 IN. XT
YMR_ oOO00 |N, YT
.j ,Z_ 633,8000 IN. ZT
. SCALE •Ol O0
.e ,2 2 : : 2 : :: : : " : : : : ! _ : : ! : i : : : i i ! : i ! i ! _:_!-_i :
.....I ..l ....[ ...............,,_ .s ,':21! !22: :':,:::'_" i!: i::: :i!i i!:! ii2:2z .si::li ::l: i:::,::!:,:!:: !:i: i!:i :i :i!_L2ll l ............ _ ...... : : ; : l l :
g .3 [i222 !_2:,::' ",':" ::: ::" i i!: i iS!i
............... ._,..___-___.: - : ; ..............
z .o-'iiii iii ii ...... _" <_ _ : ....;_ ::: :
U . • . 0 o , , .
• , . .....
Z " ° " " .......... " " ° •
0 -.1 ......... • , . ; " ' " ; .....
......... . , o
• 0 ..... , , . , ,OZ: : : : : • . .......... • . •
o -.2 ...............
(J : : : : : : - . • : ..........
•,E . . • " • " " " " : ' ' : : " -
_- -o3 ......... : ' ' ' . . '
L'_ ..... : . . . " ........
Z ....... : ...... • ' ' "
•,,.I ..... " ..................
O_ ..... : : ' " . . : : ......
uo -'_'5 - 5 0 5 10 3 _3)
(_ ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
o FIG 14 EFFECTOFAILRON'_CFLONN49N52JET INTERACTION,ELEVOII:O,SIM= ? PSF











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































_TA _T SVMBOL _IOJRATI_ DESO_IPTI_ _ E_ AILI_N SPOS_ _F_ I_MATI_
C_II_3 IA-_ _HTI_ _L _0T CO T|_9 _ _ _S,_ ._ ._ ._ L_F I_.0000 IN.
(_I_] _ IA-_ _HTI_ _L _T CO T)_9 _ _ _ ._ ._ -15._ ._ _F I_.0000 IN.
[_I_] IA-_ _HTX_ _L _0T [0 T]_ _ _ ._ ._ _ ,_ X_ 17_.8000 IN. XT
Y_ .0000 IN. YT
Z1_ _.SOO0 IN. ZT
_ALE .0 I
•DO0 : : : :
• . ° °
X .... , , , .
< -.oo2::: ...... ........ :::: ;ii2_i
m :::: :::: :::: ........ :::: ....
-.004 ........ • " • " : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : •._- • _ . . ....
........................ ::::
:::: :::: ................
m ........ :::: ............ ::::
• ° . ,
.... . . . °
o-.006 __ ........ : : : : : : : : : : : : _ : : : : : : :.............. ° .........°°. ...... . ....... ,° .....
i ....... ° ...... . , , . ° . . . , .
.......... ° .
: : : : : : :: : : : : iii ! : : : : : : :
• , , °
-.008 ........_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : : : . . . . ........
:::: 2::: ..................
• , . , . . . .... . . °
0 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
:::: :::: ............
........ : :: : :: : : . • • .. : :: :
z -.012 ............ " : : : : : : : :
• :: :::: ........ ::: ....: ........ :::: ........
............ :: : : . : : : : :: :
Q
:::: ............... . .... • ...... ° ....
........ • ...... ° , , ° ,
014 .... ' ....... ' ...............
• • . . * , . °
.... - ............ . . .
........ . ..... . .
Z .... ..-. :::: ............
.... • . . ° . ...........
• ° . , ............ . , , . • , , ,
016 .... "''' " ....... "''"..... . . , . , . .......... . . , . . ° .
• . . ....... . ........ , ....
.... : : : ............ • ...........018 ..........._I ........
:::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::
-5 - 5 I 1 oLLL-_--_L-_--_
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG14 EFFECTOFAILRDNDEFL.ONN49N52JETINTERACTION,ELEVDN=O,QSIM= 7 PSF










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET $'_180L C_'4F'IGI..II_ATI_,4 I_L_--_CRIPTI_hl _ ELIZV_ AILRO_I _ REFL_ZN{_[ INF'_IATII_I
{ZHI,_N| _ I^-60 OFHTI{_ I"_L 32'--0T lO T]N4_ I_L 'q_c6.000 .l_ 5.0{_ .{_ ._F ,_.0000 SQ.FT.
[ZHI3_'_) _ IA-60 CFHTI_ H0[IL 31_-0T [0 T]N49',_2 I_0L.L 446.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF I2oJ3.0O00 IN.{ ,Er_I{:r_F] |A-GO E flT](:_ Id(_EL 2-0T ( _ _ _ . 00 (X)O (:)0 OCE) BI: 1 _ 0.00(30 .
{ZH]{:)4F) IA-GO CFHTI(:_ M(3OEL 32-0T {0 T)N49 N52 I_S OFF .(X:)O .OC(_ I5.(:X:)O .(X)O XMRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
.0000 IN. YT
633 .GO00 IN. ZT
SCALE .OIO0
................. ii]i!iii iiii.022 _ : ; : ; : : :f'II ................. : :
I /;\iiiii • • • * t .... o . . ,.020 _,.\.. : : : : : , ...... _ '..oA
!!i: i!iliili! !Ii!i!- iiii:0
.oz4
u ,010
2 :::: :::: ::::,_:::: ::::.:::i ii)i iii: :::::
Z . 008 -- " . L
..... ....... ;il ....•-, . .... : : : : .... • ........cJ ,006 ...... : : : : 1 : : : : .......... , ....
h .......... I .... ." ," ,° ..... i • • ° , .... _ . . o . -
LL ............. ° " • • 4 * ....... _ .....004 .........I11 • .... 4 ....
!i!!i :::: :::: " i .... ::::':::: i!i!iiiii:
8 .oo2 :::: :_ .. i:_::!! i i i.__ .........
.ooo ....
="-.oo2 _ __.oi:: :::::
:::-'-_ -_- ° "_._ : :::__ I
..... :::: ,.-_.-: : -..'-'--_-_."• _ • " " .... : ::::
z _ .004 .....
; ..... :::: i::i :!:: :_._
...... ilii iili ilil ii
- .008 ...........
: z Z : ............... -_-I'_--T_-_,.- +_-_-_,._"
• . . . , . ........... . . o .
-I ! I 5 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG14 EFFECTOFAILRONOEFL.ONN49N52JETINTERACTION,ELEVON=O,QSIN 7 PSF















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA _C'TSVMB@_ C:I_F'IGUI_.ATI_q0Ecj{_IpTION _ ELEg_N AILA_q _ REFE'RENC_ZNFCI_CqTI01,,I
{ _'4103| | _ ZA-_ CF'HTZOeHOOEL3_-0T I0 T|1'44_1_ _ 158.000 o000 -|5.000 o00O SREF 26_10o0000 _oFTo{0"41011 ] IA-60 CFHTIO0 MOD£L32'--0T (0 T]N,49 I'x52ROLL 158.000 o000 ,,OO0 .000 LREF 12'30o0000 IN.(C)_41031_I ) IA-60 CFHTI0e M00£L 32-0T (0 T)N49_t52 _ 158.000 .000 5.CC0 .000 BA_F - 1_O.0000 IN.
{{_H|037] IA'-'60 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-0T {0 T}N4_I_ _ 158.000 .000 15.000 .000 XMI_ 1725.8000 IN. XT
YMRP .0{300 IN. YT
-J ZMRP $33.S000 IN. ZT
;z I 0 SCALE .0100
, , . o ..... . , . o ......
• . . , o . , . • o o .
• , o o . , o , o . , , o o , , , . ......_1_ * ° • • • • * • " " " " ° " ....
. ....... o o o , , o o ,
• o . o o . . , o . . , , , o .....
t3 ....... " * * " "• .... _ • o o , o , o o o , .... , ,(/_ : : : : .....• • • • T ............ , o ,
• o , , .... , o • o • , , •
8 ....... , ....• , • ........ , , , o .... , • • • •
IJl .... ' • " "
• , o , .... • .... • , , .... o , , ,
................ iiii ....• • • • • • o • •. • • ,
..... • • , , • , • .... , .......
Z 7 ........ _ • ...... • ..... • "
.... • o , ° , • ° ° . , • .....
................. , • , • • • ,
_-4 G .... " ..... ' ° ' ..... " " • .......
h • , • ........... , , • _ " ...........
.... • • , , .... , ..... • •
Z .... • • ...... " " ° ° • • ° • ° " " "• , , , , , ......
.......... ° , , , , , • o , • ....
_1_ 5 " " • ........... • ° * ° • • .... " .......
• o , ,
/1"1 • " .... ° • ........................
• , • o , • ......... , , , o o
• , • • • , • .............. • • o ? • , , ,
• , • , , , o , • .......
• • . , • o ......Cl " " ......
Z • ' • " ° • ....... *!iii !i!i !!il i!!i ................_c : : : : . _ ..........o_ .3 -- _ " ........ : : : : : : : : : : : :




Z " : : : : : : : .........0 -.1 ........ : : : : " "
• , • • • , • • • • , .....
• • , , .... • ...... • ..... ° , o
.... , ...............
{J • • , • , , o , ............................
• • , , - • , , • , , , • , , • , • , •
, • , • • • • •
• , , • • ..... , • ...... • , • ° • ,
....... • ................
.... , , , • • , . ,Z • • • • .... • " • "
• ........... , , • .....
• , • , , , • • • , o •
:3 ........ • , , , ...... , o • , • •
o -" ' 10 :5- _ --J__L .... L_._ --J---i__(J 0 15 2D 5- 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
o FIG15 EFFECTOFAILRONDEFL.ONN4SN52JETINTERACTION,ELEVON=O,QSIM 20PSF
(J CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE lOS
I_T^ SET S_mCL O_IGUI_TI_ I_IPTION I_ ELEV_ AILR_ SP_ REFERE_ II_TI_ •
[CHI(_II ] fl IA'_0 ClCHTI_ M_L 32-OT (0 T]N4_I_ I_lL 158.000 o000 -15.000 0000 SR_F _0.0O00 SQoFT.[CHI0| I | IA-G00_'HTI08 HOOEL32-0"1"(0 Tile9 _ ROLL 156.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 12'90.0000 IN.
lCH1033) _ IA-6O _FHTIOB MOOEL32-_T (0 T]N4_Ix_2 _ 158.0C0 00_0 5°000 ,O00 BREF - 1290.0000 IN.
[CH103fT| [A-60 CFHTIOB H_EL 32_-OT l0 T]N4_2 ROLL ISB.O00 .0Q0 15.000 .000 XHRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
YPRP .00O0 IN. YT
633, r_D0O IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
i!!i! _ ............
. . . o . ...........
0015 .... " ...........
• • • • t • . * • l • • ° ..... 4 .... • ....
• . . . . .... ° . .
.... • • • - 4 ........
............ i ........
r1"%, " " _ ............ " ....... i ....
..,i -.0020 ..... _ • _ • ; . : : .... t ..... _ ........lII
_" Iiiii! : : :::,::::.::::,: ::
" -.0035
'" iiiii iiii\\fi iiii_i_i::j_tll iiii iiii liT-°I.I,- - .0040
= :::: .....'t  ii!l! i ! iiL--o -.0045 :2 2 2 2 ........ 2 2 ; :
_=-.0=,.:..... __\_/_ii_ i//_iiii_,j ........ 4 .....! • ........ 4 .....• • . • f ....o _.0055
,- - .0060 .........
: ..... "\\_i_ !t//........... --uJ ..... : : : : .................'" -.00G5 . ......... .. .
o" _!_!_!!!:!i!!\x..-_!)_!!...........!_! . ..z ' • • . . : : : : .....
" -.O07O _ ........ : : : ;
:: : : : : : : : .... ,_..._#_f> .... . ...... '. ..
- ' ...... _] ' _ ' ' ' ; : ; ; : : : : : : : " _ ; i ; , i-; ;_
.0075__ I 1 0 5 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG15 EFFECTOFAILRONDEFL.ONN49N52JETINTERACTION,ELEVON=O,QSIH= 20PSF

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0AT^ SET SYMBOL O_t_FIGt.RATIONrf_l_10N _ ELEVON ^I_ _ REFERENCE IN_0t_'_ATION
(ZHI31N] _ IA-80 CFHTIOB M00EL _'-OZ t0 TlN4tgN52RO..L I_,000 ,000 -15,000 o000 _R_F _0.0000 _,FT,
[ZHIIIN] IA-_ CFHTI_ MODEL 31;_-OT{0 T}b,'4__ _ I_,000 .000 .000 o0(]0 L_F I_.0000 IN.
{ZHI_] _ IA-_ CFHTI(_ MOOEL _-OT (_ T)_9 _ _ _ ,000 .000 -15.000 ,000 8E_F • I_.O(XX] IN.
[ZHIO2'F} IA-60 CFHTlCe MODEL 32-0T (0 T)_ _ OFF ,000 .000 .000 .000 XM_ 1725.8(]00 IN. XT
._ IN. YT
Z_ 833.6000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
............ • . , • . . . ° , • • ,
222_ .... 222_ 2222 ........
.O01 _ ........
° , . •
× ............ __." _ _ _ ............
< .000 ..... _ " " " "_' " " "_..._.._._. .
• . . , ........... . . , , , . . , . ....
>- .................... ,_ _
O .... _ .... " ' " 'o _ : : _rq : _ : _ _ _ _ _ ........ • • • •
.m-.001 i/____ _ ........... ...._ _ : _ ._ _ _ _.. "_._-_'._- ".. ; : _. .
m -.002 ............
........ :::: :::: .... _ ................
z -.003 ....I.U
• , . ,
U • • * •
" - .004 ....
t._ I * " ' " " " ° °
U * ' " '
__ - .005 ....
Z " " ' '
hl .......
• , . ,o-.ooz .... 2222 ............
._ - .DO7 ........
• , • .... o
• ° . , • , . , . ...... .
. ° o . " . . . . . . . . . , , , . . ,
n. .... _;; ............
• . . _ - .......
- .008 .
.... , ............ , . .
• • . , .... , .......
-.ooa., _ _-_'-_-:5 _-_0_-,-_-- _____ x__;____.....________._5 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 15 EFFECTOF ^ILRONDEFL.ON N49N52JET INTER^CTION,ELEVON=O,QSIM= 20 PSF


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA _T $_ CI_FIOURATI0N f_c_OqlP, Tl_i _ EL_VON AIL.R_I _ R_FEI_I,CE INF_eATICt_I
£ZHI31N) _ ! ^-Rn CFHTI nR _L 32--0T (0 T)N49f'S2 _ 15e.000 .0C0 -15.000 .000 ._R£F 21_O.0000 S0.FT.
(ZHIIINI 2 IA-60 CFHTI_ _ _-0T (0 TIN49 _ ROLI_ 1_.000 .0[_ .IX30 .[XX3 Li_F 1290.0000 IN.(ZHI(:_F| IA-60 CFHTI_ H0(tL 3_2-0T [0 TIN49 I_ _
,- _:^z_E 3:o_ I_.z,
.oo?_!.iii:iii, i.. .-.i :i..... ' ........ -....
x . . : : : ; : ;" : ; : : ; : : : ................ ..'--T-T
< . ................. . : : : : : ..............
o , ........ 2 2 ......................... 22
s .oo,!!::! ::i:,i/iii iii!
..... •_ • • : : Z : : : : ................ : :
......................_uJ - : " : : :
-'-" Z . : : : : "z. ......................
...... !_'::: :: I " \ ............ ::::
7iiii iiii'ii!:: i ii::_i.:!:::!!: ::!: ::::
, q, .ooI ...........
!!i!i i i i: :::: : :"_. __ i.:"t'qii i i " i::t
>- :: : .................. : : : : : .........
-.oo_ __: ::ii ::i: ::!i :::! :::i ::_!!!!
-.006_ -" " " ;' ' ; ; i ; ; i ; ; ; ; ; ; ; : i i i i 7 ; : : J : : : : ---_:::: 1
-1 1 1 ' .... '--'-_ .... _-"_-_-_3"_
^NeLEOF^ TT^C_,^LPH*,O_eREES
FIG 15 EFFECTOF AILRONDEFL.ONN43N52JET INTERACTION,ELEVON=O,QSIM= 20 PSF

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA -z_:'T$YHB_. C_8:'IO, JRATI_q _IPT|Oq P'CRCS ELEV_q AILI_N _ REFERENC_ INI:aI_tATI_._
{2_133f_] R IA-SQ CFHTI_ ["q01IL 3_-.OT {0 T|N4_I"_a2 RO_L lrje.0QO .1_0 5.000 .(X_ SREF _.0000 S0.FT.
[_-_._13"7N] [A-GO C_'HTIOB _"COEL 32-0T CO TlN4_ ROLL I_.(_0 .O00 15.000 .00O LREF 12'_0.C)(_0 IN.
[ZHI06F] _ IA-SO CFHTIOB M_L 32-0T CO T|N49 N52 RCS 0F_ .000 .000 5.000 .000 B_F I_,(_ IN.
{ZHI04F| Ia-_ CFHTIOB M_L 3_-OT (0 T)N4_ N52 _ _ .000 .000 15.000 .000 XM_ 1"725.8000 IN. XT
Yl'_q_ .0000 IN. YT
ZM_ c_ _.F_ IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
•008 . ,. _ _ _ ,. _ _ f ! ! ! ! _ ! ! _ t , i , , , J , , _ I Tr--F_--,-_-_ _ _
::!: :!: t!!: _: i iii ii_iliiiiti!ii _i_
o_ •004[;! ii : " :' " '; .,: "" " • : i :i :! ---: : : : : : :: :!:
•002
.001 i I ! ! :__ i i i !, i ! i i I i '_ i I i ! i i t ! ! i i I !_-i/?i_
-.oo
!!!i!
-'' :: :::: :::: :: ............ ". :. :1-:_.-_-:
Z-.oos _::! :::: iii: i::: :::: :::: :'::'_iil iiii:
- .008
....... _." i!! i ": :---:
..... "..................... ' ----i..... • : : : ........ _ ............
• '5 - z z 0..... 3,
^N_LEOF ^TT^C_. ^LPH^. OEGeEES
FIG 15 EFFECTOFAILRONDEFL. ONN49N52,JETINTERACTION,ELEVON=O,OSIM= 20 PSF


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET $YH_L C_'IGU_ATION OESO_II>'rI_ _ F-LEVI_ AILK_N _uQBRK REFEREN_ INFOt_qAT|O_
_CHI036] _ IA--G0 CF'HT|08 H00EL 32--0T {0 T|N4_ f_I-L _.000 -20.0C0{ {:_1_4 } _A-_ CFHTIOB P'IOI_L _-OT {0 T)N49'_ ROLL 44S.000 -20,OOO lO.O00.00O .O00.QO0SR_FLR_F 26°_0"000012o_0.0000IN.SQ.Fr.
_F 12o_Q.O000 IN.
X_ 1"72'5.8000 IN. XT
Y P'IR'_' ,0000 IN. YT
ZHRP 633.6000 IN. ZT
SCALE .01_
......  iii............iliiji ........... • • • • o ...... . ,.... i ................ 4 .... , . ° .'ii _ .... .... ..
z .02o ! i i[ // \_ ........... t ................ '
o !iii!ti !!i!l:: :_:: ::_ ::!_ .i_:__iiiIiiii
Z
_ .D_S
" !iii!  !ii!ii ,! i,i!!!liiiili!ii!iiI,,-z .012 _ _tJJ
Z " ' ' ' _ .......... o • i ...... . ..........
:_ .008 -- . ,
>" .............. illl :ill iiill
< .0OG
' 1hi ............. . ..... . . " ........
_- .004 .............
"' ..... _N_ _i_j_I_ ......... ) .........Z ....... ° ' ....
-- .DO2 .........
.................. _ __._._.-__ . . . ! J .......
• . ° , . . • . . . , . . . . ° ..... . ....
ANGLI OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 16 EFFECTOF^ILRONDEFL.ONN49N52JET INTERACTION,ELEVON=-20,OSlN=7 PSF




DATA SET _ C_'FIGLRATI0N _IPTIOq _ ELEVI_q AILI_N _ IEFEIENC.JEINF01_qATION
{_1316_] _ IA-60 C_HTI0e M00EL 32-0T {0 T|N4_X_,2 _ 446.000 -20.003 10.000 .000 _F 26_0.0000 ¢_.FT.(_'q24N) XA'-60 _HTIG8 M00EL 3_'-OT {0 T]N4g_52 ROLL 446°000 -20o_0 .000 o000 LI:_F l_°_0.0000 IN.
I'Z_I{77F) _ IA-_ CFHTI{_I PI:I3EL 3_-OT (O T1N49 _ _ _ .OOO -:20,000 IO,OOO ,(300 BREF . 1:2_O,0OOO IN,{Z_iCLI _"] IA-SO EFHTIOB M{_EL 32'-0T {O T|_I _ _ ,OC_ -20.OO0 ,O00 00OO XHRP 172'5.8OOO IN, XT
YMRP ,OOC_ IN. YT
EEl. 6000 IN. ZT
SCALE .OLD0
.008 r, , ............. , , , , , , , ..........
....... " ' I ............. I .... : ' : " "-''_":rT-:-T 'i
;22:i_i1212 2: ..... : ..................
× .004
< _1211 1211 ii!i 1121 1212 ...................
o . . . " " T ''_ .........................
" 002 ...................
j .DO0 _ _" "_" _"
" "................. I ::: :::::
(j ......... , ........ _i_i ...
i
. -- tlf1_ .....................
1 '
hi .............. * . • ° • , • • .
o -.004 .........
il , , . . ,_ . . . ° • .... • ..........
"' -.006 ' , " ' " " -_ ........
z -.008 .....
hl , ' ' "
........ ' .... VIII i_ .... iiii'iiii iiiii
iii iili





-'"°-' 5 - 0 5 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 16 EFFECTOF ^ILRONDEFLoONN49N52JET INTER^CTION,ELEVON=-20,OSIM=7 PSF



























































































































































































































I_T^ SET S'_O- C:I_N_I_,II_TI0_',t _IPTI_I',I _ ELEVEN ^ILR_I _ I_£F'EI_r,,CE INFORMATIO'W[_i_] _ I,_:__,"_I__ _--8_i_o_]_._ _ ._._ -_.___ ,o.,= ._ ,_ _o._ =._,.
- -................ -._,.t.,t,._J.r_ .CICJl_LREF 12_JO.OCX_ IN{ZH|_TF) IA-60 C_'HTI_ _L 32_0T (0 T|N4i9_ _ _ .0l_O-2Oo_
. _ ,o.=.= :2:,,[ZHIO3F ) 2 IA SO CFHTI08 _ 32 OT {0 T3NSI RCS _ ,000 -20.(_00 .000 .000 XMRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
633.6000 IN. ZT
:/ | 1 1 !
"" i.......... 2 2 : : : .....................
o .018 L , , / , I ........
o ,: : : : f ..............................
. .... : : : : ........................
.016 L.. : . ' I .... I " : " : : " " " : " " " : " : " " "
'-' !!!!! /!!!it::'_\: :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::
_: .o12L.... /' _I\X=:''',:::'I::''I:::'I':':I:':t
:" ..... _: : : : I : ::_' iii :::: iiii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.010 'L'; ........ _ ......... ::'" :''" ::'" :'::
.oo  iiiili ii,iii iiiiiiii
o .ooGC:;:i,;i' -:.-'_..:._:.:.I-::::.:. .:.: :.:.
L.: : : :_ .... _ ........ : , : : , : , . : , : : , , ' : " : t
1
-.00_,. ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; " : : : : : : ' : t',,: • . .k__ • • •
-1 1 15 0 3=
aNGLE OF ATTACK, aLPHA, DEGREES
FIG16 EFFECTOFAILRONOEFL,ONN49N52JETINTER^CTION,ELEVON--20,QSIM=7 P F
CA3MACH = 10.33 PAGE 127
{:]ATA SET SW'gQ. C_F'IGI.,I_TI_ DESCRIPTI_ PCR{::S ELEVI_i AILR_N SPOBRK REFERENCE |NF_TION
EltCHI0315] L_ IA-60 {::FHTIOB MOOEL 32-0T {0 T]N4CJ_E_2LJ IA,_0 _'HT|08 IR_IEL 3_-0T {0 TIN4_I',_. ROLL 156.000 -20.000 .0O0 .00O LI_F 12¢JO.(_O0 IN.:_{CHI02_I] 58. 00 - 0.O00 10. 0 . 0 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
,..j BR£F • I_.0000 IN.
f_ XPI_P |725.8000 IN. XT
W.'IR'P .0000 IN. YT
ZI"RP 633.6000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
......... o ....... . , ..................
Ll_ ..................... o ................
cu 1.2 ' .........................
7 • ...........
.............ii!!iiii!Z!i!iiii!i!lii-i1









Z ..... a ................................
_ ................. o ............
<_- -I o0_, 5 - O :5 5 I0 5 5 31
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 17 EFFECTOFAILRONDEFL,ONN49N52JET INTERACTION,ELEVON=-20,QSIrI=20 PSF






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































_",TA SET SVMB_ CI_IhF'I@J_ATI_ CIESI_IPTI_I _ Et..EVI_N ^ILI:_N _ I_EF'E'RENC:EINFORMATI_ .....
CZ)"413_| _ |A-_ (_HTIW _ 32-0T |0 T3N4_I_,2 I_O_L 158.000 -20.000 lO.O00 .OIX) _EF _.0000 _.FT.
CZH12'3N1 IA-60 _C'HTI06 _L 32-0T (0 T]N4_t,,i52 {_0L.L 1,_.000 -_0.000 .000 .000 LI:_F 1,2'90.0000 IN.
(_I_] _ IA-_ _HTI_ _L _-OT [0 T)_9 _ _ _ ._ -_._ I0._ ._ _F I_._ IN.
[_I_| IA-_ _HTI_ _L _-OT IO T]_I _ _F ._ "_*_ ._" ._ X_ 17_._ IN, XT
YMRm ._ IN. YT
Z_ _._ IN. ZT
_ALE .01_
°° ......  !III_ °_iiiil _ _i_i ii_i iili iili iili ........ _--
.005 '" "_-: ................. _ ........
< ::ii: C i:ii":':" '':: :-:: :.::





" il i i i__Ii_:___.001
N
-_' iii i!ii :
,, .000 [] _ : : : " :
- .001 ...... ' .......
_ ::iii iiii_iiil iii::Z _, ..... . ° .... °
cu _.002
I_ ,
-_iii iiii:co - .003
" "
1 ] _ 5 31
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 17 EFFECTOFAILRONDEFL.ONN49N52JET INTERACTISN,ELEVON=-20,OSIM:20 PSF
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































_F - I_.0000 IN.
X_ 17_,8_ IN. XT
Y_ .0_00 IN. YT
ZMRP _.(g)Cg) IN. ZT
_ALE .01_
..............  iii
..,,o .... . .... . ..........
..... = ............ , ..... . • . ....
ZZ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : Z : : : : : : : ....
W e8 ......... " " " "
......... • ° = . • ..... . . ° . .......
....... . ...... . .......... = ............
z o7 : : : ......................
..... r .... t ...... . ......... i ............
• . , . .... q ............
• , . .............
.•.0. .°, .... . ..,,,,.,. .. .... ° .........
z ::::: :::: .............................
,5 .... : . . . i : " " " : " " : ....................0 ............. : : : . ' ........
0 .4 '* ,
Z :: : : : : : : : ................. : : : : : : : : : : : :
..................... e . , , . . , . . .... ° , . .
< ..... . .,..-,--._[._ ...............................
• 3 _ .... LTi : : ! :_.: .... : L . . ' ' . .......
::::: .... • ::_ ::: : :::: :::: :::: : : :: ::::o ..... () .... C, " .......................
.2 .............. " _" ;_] i . . .4 , :_ _ .........
. ° , , . " , ° ° .... " _ _ * ° , ,
.... ,.° ...... °,°, ......... .
o .I .............. :::: ........... _ ....
:2 : : : : : : : : ............................
J eO ' _ '
" • ....... t .... I .... & .... ; , , . . ........
0 _.2 " • • ; : , .... , : : : . , .... _ ....................
.......... : . i .... . . . .U .................................. ::::
< :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .................
-, 3 ............. " .... : : -_ ........
Z " " " .............. " .............. " .....
-.4 ..... : " : : ....... : .........
...... . 0 , . . ...... • .......
; ; l ; , i i ; ; ; ; i ; i ; i ; i i i ; ; ; ; i ; ; ; _--L_._. _--L_i__.
o -'_ 5 -10 5 0 5 10 15 O 5 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
o FIG18 EFFECTOFSPDBRKDEFLECTION N49N52JETINTERACTION,QSIM= 7 PSF








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMgO. CO",,I_IGL,RATIO'_I_IPTI_N _ ELEVEN AILI_I_ _t:K:]ORK REFERENCEINI:'_TION
_#_] _ I_:__-_TI_'_c =_ ,oI_, _ _ _._ ._ ._ ._ _,- _,_o.==_.,-T.
Y_ .0CX_ IN. YT
ZMRP _3.60C_ IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
.027 F ., : ! : : : . : :., , : : . : . . . : , : : . . . _ : . _ ,_-.)
.o2s_iiii i iiii iiii ilii iiil iiii iili iiiiii:: : :::: ii:: :::: i:i: i::' :::: ....:-:-.":
•-.o2s ::!! ] i i!i !!!], ::!ii ii!! iii:: ......___L_.:_i_,
.-I • .............. |... : : : : : : : : : : : : :
.o:,4 Jill ii] !!:i i!]] I !!::, :i:: iili _::
I,,,,- : : : : : : : ............ : : : : , . : : : : : :z .o2s..:. . .::: _... i!!! ]ii! !! ::::
...... :::: :::: :::: :::: ::!! -_-_..'--T.
.0_,2 ::!i i! ii!i iii! :!:: :::! !!!!--:::
iiii :: : : :! !!!! !!!! !!!: ::!!to .021 " " : : " " : .............. : : : " "
z :::: :::: ::.: :ii! iiii iii! iiii iii! ii:i
_) .019 : : : : : " " " : " " : .... : ..... : : : : : : " -: : : :
•- _ _ iii. iiii iiii _ii iii_ _ii_ _iii
o .018 :: ...... : ..... : :ill i:ii i:ii ii[i iiii
,
z 014 fl  111 ::I! i
"011-15 -10 '5 0 " " '5 .... 1'0 .... 15: ; = _0 _ i _ _J__i__3_
ANGLEOr^ TT^C_.^,PH^.OE6R_S
FIB 18 EFFECTOF SP[}BR_DEFLECTIONON N49N52JET INTERACTION,OSIM= V PSF





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































O.*,TA¢_T 5_SBOL C_'_IGLI_TIOq OESC_IP'TI_I _ _ EL.,EV_q AIt..RON SPOB_ FEFf_E_CE IM:'OI_'tATI_t
(O-_I011) 0 I^-S0 CFHTI08 M00EL 3_'-OT (0 T|N4S _ I=_LL 158,000 ,000 ,000 ,000 SREF 28SO,0000 SQ,FT,
[C_I02'7] II IA-G0 CFHTI{:_MOOEL 3_T (0 T]N4_ ROLL 158,000 ,0O0 ,000 55,000 LREF 1290,0000 IN,
_F . 1290,0[_ IN,
XMRP 1725,8000 IN, XT
YM_ .0000 IN. YT
r_Q.6000 IN, ZT
SCALE .0100
-.0015 .................... ' ' ' _ _ _ , ..... -r-r--r-,-
............. . ° . • . , , . • , o ..... , • ......
": : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :: :: . : : :" : :: :. : : : : : : : :
-.oo,o:::::,;:::I::ii:::: :::i iiii ..........---:
ii!ii,ii!iiii,i!il2 iji!"J --o0025 ra_L)C_,.: -.oo30Z ....LLI ....-- - .0035U . .....t.a.LL -- l'ttrt._f'l,_
o !!!! !!!i !!!! !!!! !!!! _'!!!! !!!! ........
- .0045 ....






°-.oo'oiiiilti i I:::i!!! ....._ • , , °
" ....
_- - .0065
Z ' " " " "
, , , o
'" -,0070 . . . . . . , ...... ...... : ........
,-, ::::: ::::I:: ....................
z ........... :: :: :: ::.: :: : : : : : :: ::
"" - .0075 ........
i i i__i ................• . , o • _ • . , .............. , ......
-I 15 0 5 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 19 EFFECTOF SPDBRKDEFLECTIONON N49N52JET INTERACTION,QSIM: 20 PSF



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET $_1. CI_FIGUft, qTION OESC_IPTI0N _ ELIEVI_ Al_ SPOBI_ REFERENCE INFCI_V,ATI_
12HII1N) _ IA-60 CFHTICB NODEL 312-0T (0 T|N49 _ RO_L 156.(E)0 .000 .000 .000 S_F _GS0.O000 SQ.FT.(ZHI_7'N) IA-60 CFHTI(B I"I00EL 3_-0T (0 T)l_t_ R_LL 150,000 .(_0 ,IX]O _.000 LI_F 12'90,0000 IN,
(ZHIO'2F3 _ IA_ CFHTICO I'CI:]EL 32-0T [0 T|N52 _ BcF .COO .01:_ .I:E)0 .C_0 BR£F - 12cJ0,O000 IN.[ZHICI_ ] IA-60 CFHTI00 IaCI:EL 32-0T l0 T|N49 _ _ OFF" .0O0 .000 .000 _.000 XMK_ 1725.aOl:E) IN. XT
YI"II_P .0000 IN. YT
633.6OOO IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
.0015 ''''' , ,,, ,,,, ,,, , ,,,, ,, , J ,_, , , l lJ 1-r-_r'_
.OOlOiiii_..Liii iii i iiii ii:.i,iiii,i_i!tiiii i_!_ _
_ _ooo__::::iii_@Z iii_ !i::ilii_iti!iiJiill .........71i-i
 o_.ooloiiiii iiii iii:iiiiiill....ii i--im _.OO2OfJ
,z -.0025 _ , .......
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CIATASET SYMBO,. C_F'IQt.I:_TION I:]E'SCRIPTIOq PCRCS £LI[YON AI_ _ I_-FE'REN_ INFeStaTION
_-110|8] A IA-60 C_'HTIC)6 I't_:_L _ [0 T|F6] YAV LH 504.000 -20o000 .(:_0 .0[:_ S_:F _o_ S_.FT,
(_"_;0|6) _; ZA-60 C:FHT|(_ I'I_L 32--0T (_ T]P,_I YAW LN ,_.000 ._ .000 .000 LR£F |2x30.0(_ ZN,[_'41_02] ZA-60 CFHTIOB MOOEL 32-0T (0 T)/'_I YAW 504.(X_ 15.000 .000 .000 BRE:F 1290.(3000 IN.
XMRP 1725.B000 IN. XT
Y_ ._ IN. YT
ZMRP G33.6_00 |N. ZT
Z SCALE .0;00
)" _ oO _ I I i , , , , , , _ , . i , , , i , , i I _ v i i I i , . l 1_
. . ., . . . . ......... . • , , . . . , , . ..... . ....
.._ " . . .......... . . . o . o . o , , . • • .
. , . ............. o • • , . , . . ", °• "........ " . .....
....... . ..... . . o , o • . o , . . • , . , ....... . .
v- .9 ........ : , , , : ,
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•-., . , ..... : . : . • . : . . .... + • : : •
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',' .3 .... " ............ : : : :"
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" " " " ° " " " ...... " .... • • . • • • • • • i . • . . o ....
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[_L,TA '¢_'T SYHBI_L CO_'IGL,RATI_ DE"SCRIPTICN P'CRL"S ELE'V_,I AILR_N SPQB_ REFERENCE |NFORHATI_
{Z'HIlGN] O IA-GO CF'HTI_ P'_OEL 32-0T [0 T]I_I YAV LH ,_.000 -20°000 o(_ o0CO SREF 2_o0000 ¢_.FTo
[2"H116N) _ IA-_ CFHTI_ l'_ 3_-0T [0 T|I_I YAW LH 504.000 ,[_ o000 o000 LREF |_90.00_ IN.
t Z'H|_] |A-G0 CFHT|QB HOOEL 3_-0T (0 T]N51 YA_ 504.000 |5°000 .000 .00O BI_F - 1_.0000 IN,
{ ZHI03F ) IA-_ CFHTI PA I'lL 3_-PIT {0 T|I_| I:_ _ .{:300 -2'0._ .000 .000 XMRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
[ZH]0_F) IA-_ CFHTICIB M(_EL 32-0T {0 T_h_ RL"S_ .0OO .000 .000 .000 YMRP .00O0 IN. YT
Z I01F] A _ TIO6 M L 2 0T 0 ]f'_l RCS OFF . 00 15.000 . ZMRP F_13.6000 N ZT
SCALE .0100
! i _ I 1 I i i ! 1 ! _ ! ; ¢ 1 _ i l ! i i s t t i i ! i 1 1 l v --]_ "|--T "T
.i_................' ::::I::::...._iii ....
_.... t ............ # ....
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_ ..... 2222 2222 2221 ..... 1222
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C_ATASET S_ C_F'IGURATION _IPTI_ _ ELEY_ AILI_I_ _ FEFET_NCE INF_TION
_ZHIION] _ IA'-GO _C'HTI00 P'q00EL 3_-OT (0 TIP_I YAW LH _.000 -_.000 .000 .000 _F" _._ _.FT.
_Zell_| IA-_) CFHT100 _L 31_-0T (0 T)_I YA¥ LH 504.000 .000 ._ .000 L_F 11_O.0000 IN.
(ZHIO'_N] _ IA-S0 CFHTI08 M_L 32-0T [0 T]h_l YAW 504.000 15.000 .000 .000 B_EF 12_.0000 IN.
(ZHI03F) IA-S0 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-0T (0 TIN51 _ 0F"F .000 -20.000 .000 .000 XME_ 1725.8000 IN. XT
CZHI02_ ] IA-60 CFHTI08 M_L 32-@T (0 T]_2 E_ OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .CXDO0 IN. YT
[ 01F] a 6 ODEL I NSI F_ OFF .000 QO ZM __ 633.6 0 ZT
SCALE .01DO
018 ' ................ _ _ .... I , , , t , , ,-,-7 -T , * ,
iill ii ..................•014 i i i i i :: "-:
.012 _ _ _ _ ......
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,,, .006 .... L
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• 014_ 5 -10 '5 0 5 O 15 5 31
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DATASET $_ CO_IGLRATI_ {:E'SCRIPTIOq PC:RCS ELEVEN AIL_ _ _EFEIEhI{:E INF_tATIO_I
{C._|OX'7] R IA-nn CF"HTICJH_EL 32-0T {0 T]I'61 YAWLH 1"_.000 o20,O(X} .000 .000 S;EI:" 2£_0.0{X_
C(_I0153 _ IA-_ EFHTIO8 MODEL 32--0T{0 T]_I YAV LH 17cJ.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
SQ.FT.
_10O' ] IA-_ EFHTIOB M{_L 32-0T {0 T)NSI YAW I'_:J.(X_15.000 ,000 .0C]O BREF 1290.00C_ IN.
XMRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
YMI_P .0000 IN. YT
6,13.6000 IN. ZT
Z SCALE .01{:_
_. ............ : : : " : : : : .............
m r ..................... : : : : : : : : .... : : :':
.9 _ .... : . : : . . '. ..... . , • " • • - -_'_ •
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r_ .......... ; . . : ......................
,._ ,,6 ....... ; . : ..... : . ; .... .-_--
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'" :::: i i!!i i!!i
7 .1 . .............
U
< -.1 .............
_J : : : : : ........
o,. -.3 " .......
:: : : : : : : : : : : :
o -.4 .............(..'I : : • • " : : : : : : : .......... : . : . _------.. :........
01 ............. • . : : : : : : : : ....
0 -- , _ , -- [ ; ; --; 0 ; ; ; [ 15 i i ; • i i i 5 : ; = i i i i i i i i i ._ i_i__ _.
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DATA SET $YMB_. C_4F'IeJRATI_ OESCRIPTI_ P(IIRCS ELEVI_I AILI_N _ REFERENOE INF_MATI_
lO'_I0_'7) _ IA-G0 CFHTI(:8 _ 32"43T In T|M51 YAW LH IWcJ.000 -20.000 .000 .000 _F 2690°0000 SQ.FT.
[_H|0151 _ [A-I_A CFHTIOe MOOEL 3_-OT (0 T)IX_il YAW LH |9_J.O00 0000 .00_ .0(_ LREF I_90.0000 IN.(P.HIOOI | | -SO CFHTI08 MOOEL 32-0T (0 TIROl YAW 1_°000 15.000 .000 .01_) BI_EF • 12¢_,0000 IN.
XMRI_ 1725.8000 IN. XT
YME_I_ °001_ IN. YT
- ZMR_ S33 .SO(_ IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
.......if jJi! !i°°ij!i!l!jZiIijil-.0013z _ .0014
nu -.0015 !iiiiiiiii!ill- .0017 -:






__.oo_i!!ii i ;i !!i_ _iil i _iii! !iii i:: _
-.oo25
-.0o2_
-i°°='..._. i!! I i!_i ! ......
- 0028_ -] O 1 25 ..... 3
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t_TA SET $YHB_ C_I:IGU_.ATIO',t {:ESC_IPTIOq _ ELEVO_ AILIM_ _ i_FE'I_NC:£ INI:'_'tATIOq
[0q0171 _ l^_O CFHTI'r_ _ 3_:_"'OT(0 T|_,_I YAWL_ I"_.000 -20.000 .O{X) .000 _[F 2690.(:X:lt_ _.FT.
[C}tI015) _ IA-60 CFHIIO0 I'"OIL 32-0T [0 T]_'_I YAWLH 179.000 .CX:)O .000 .(:X:X) LI_F 1290.0000 IN.CH 00! ) |A I_ T OB MO EL 0T ( 3;'_I YAW I?@. 00 15 000 0 000 8REF - cJO.O01_ N
XMR_ 1725.8000 IN, XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP S33.raO00 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
, I I t ¢ i 1 I a _ I s I : w , e _ ; I t w v s I t I i I w I I _ 3 1 !
.0006 ..... _ ......................... -.......
uJ i
!iiis !!ii !iiilii!! Nii Xiiitliii iiiiLL
° ..... iii i ....... iiii'_- - .0008 , • ,z :: : : : : : : : i
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co -.0012 : : : : ........
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.j ....................... _ .... £) ........PIq
-J .0u_4 .........
::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: .... .. !:i! i
_j -.0016 ..... : " _
< ::::: : :: : : ::: ............
P- ............. :: : ] : : : : ....
z -.0018 ' ' : :hi ..... i .... t ....
:c ............... : : : : : : : : _<_>ILl .....................n_ _ .0020
{J ................. . ........ •
Z .........................
-.0022 ,.i; : .......... ___': ...... _' -- " .....
................. . . ° . . ....
i _ t _ i i t i _ i i i * _ ' _ ' ' ' ' 4 .1 . i I
-- .0024_. i , , '-1 .... 5 , i , , 1 15 0
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OATASET SYMg_L C_'_FI6URATION D_OI_IPTI_N _ ELEV@N AILRON _DBIRK REFERENCEINF_I"IATI_N
E2_II'7N| R IA-60 CFHTI_ MOOEL32-@T (0 T]I_51 YAV LH |'79o000 -_Oo000 ._ .000 _F _6S0o_O0 _oFT.
[ _'41|SN ) _ IA-_3 CF'HTI08 P_0EL 3_.-0T [0 T)NSI YAWLH 17¢d.000 ,000 ._ ,000 LREF 12cdO,[_ IN,
IZHI01N) IA-_:_3CFHTI08 M[_OEL32-0T [0 T]f'_l YAV 17_.000 15.000 .000 .000 8REF 12c_,0000 IN.ZH|C_3F| IA-60 CFHT|_ I_L 32-0T [0 T]h51 RCS OFF .000 -20.00O .0[30 ,00[3 XMRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
[Z_I02F ) IA-SO CFHTI0_ MOOEL 3_-0T _0 T)f_ _ _CF .0[30 .000 .000 .000 YM_ o0000 IN. YT
[Z_I01F] IA-S0 CFHTI08 MOOEL 32-0T (0 T]NSI RCS _FF ,000 15.000 ,000 ._O0 ZI_ 633.6000 IN, ZT
SCALE .0100
.0015 . . --r-_--T--r-__ -Fr--r--r ......7-_r--r-_
• . . ....... , ...... • ° , ..........
.................. o ...... o .
.0010 ............... " " " "iiii ............
.0005 ........................
: : : : ............ : : : : : : : : : : : :
"-" .0000 _ .....................
X " : : : ....................
-.00o5 _ :::: :: :: :: :: ::: : : :: : ----'-:-....D ::: : :: :: :: :: ::: : : :: : :: ::
o - .0010 .........................m : : : : ....................
- .0015 .... ' ...................
Z z : : . : : : " : : : . - : : . : : : • : : • : : : :
>" -.O0?r_ .................... ! ! : :
• . o o ....
-.0025 .... :: ::
Z : : : : : : : :
_J ........
-- - .0030 .... ....
U : : : : : : : :
u. -.0035 . . . . ....
L_ ° ° * .... •
,,, :::: :::: !iiEi
o - .0040 ....
U : : : : : : : :
_- -.0045 : : : :Z : ; : : ....
Ld : : : : : : : :
_- - .0050 ....
_I : : : : .......
'r : : : : : : : :
co - .0055 ....: : : : ....
Z .... : : : :
" -.OOSO .... • • • •
.... : : : : • : :
>" -.0065 .... • • • •
.... ° . . .
-.0070 .... : : : :
-- -- -l--Ll :
-.0075_, 0-LL-LL 5-i 31
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG21 EFFECTOFELEVONDEFLECTION N51 JETINTERACTION,QSIM= 20PSF
( A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 175
DATA ¢_'TSYMB_. C_NFIGURATI_N [IESCRII_ION _ ELEVI_ AI_ _ REFERENCE INF_HATICN
IZHII'TNI _ IA-Ct_C_'HTI_ MOOEL 32-'OT (0 T]_I YAV LH I"/¢J.000-20.000 .000 .000 SREF 2_]0.0000 SQ.FT.
[ZHIISN) _ IA--_ C_'HTI01B _ _r2,,OT [0 T)l_l YAW LH l'7_J.000 .0GO .0O0 .000 LREF 12¢J0.0000 IN.
(2_101N) IAmGO CFHT108 _ "4'_'-OT [0 T]NSI YAW 1'79o000 15.000 .000 .000 _F - 12¢J_.0000 IN.
{ZH|03F'} IA-60 CF'HTI08 _L _--OT (0 T]NSI RCS _ .C]CO -_'0.000 .000 .000 XP'IR_ I'725.1_O0 |N. XT
{ZH|02F ] [A-I_ICFHTI_ H0[_L 32-0T {CI T)I_. RCS _ .000 .000 ,000 .000 YM[:_ ,COO0 IN. YT
(ZHI01F] IA-60 CFHTIOB H0CEL 3_-0T {0 TINS! RCS OFF .000 15.000 .00O ,000 ZHRP _1._00 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
12 , , i , v , i , , _ i _ _ , _ I I i , , , i I t t I I _ i ! ! _ _- T 'r--1
..................... t .... 4 ............
• oi!!ii iiii iiii iiii iiii
P ........ ' ............ 1
.D8 •
-J . .... . ............
u .06 ' ' •
.'iiii iiii iiii ......... "/J/J ..............
'" ............... i_" "lli ...............
'-" .04 _ , ,
o .............. iiiili .............h ............. • ................
•02 ......
I I I * I I I I ..... _ I i I ...... I .......
z .O0
Iii . , . • . , • ......
.... _ o . o . , .... _ .....
7 ......... ; :_'_ ..........
u -.04 _ .....
- OG ....
..... • • • s .... t .... _ .... . ....
°" .........." ........... i .... I ....
• '5 -I ] ] ..... 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 21 EFFECTOF ELEVONDEFLECTIONON N51 JET INTERACTION,OSIM= 20 PSF
CA]MACH = 10.33 PAGE 17S
,_ "'%) )
DATA SET $_ CONFIGURATI_,IDESCRIPTIO'q _ ELEW_I AIt..R_,I _ RE_ INF_"i,qTIO_
rZHII'7N) _ IA'-60 CFHTI00 MOOEL3_-'OT tO T]_I YAWL.H l"/cJ.000 -:20.000 .0_0 .000 SREF :2SSO.0000 ,._,Q.F'T.(Z_4115N] IA-60 CFHTI08 M00EL 312-0T[0 T]l_l YAW LH 179.000 .000 .000 LR_F 12¢J0.0000 IN,
[ZHIOIN] _ Ia-60 CFHTI08 M00EL 312_-0T[0 T]_I YAW 179,000 15.000 :_ .000 BREF • 12_,0000 IN,
[ZHI03F) IA-S0 CFHTIOB M00EL 31_T C0 T)h_l RCS _ .000 -20.0G0 .000 .000 xPIRP 1725.8000 IN. XT
CZHIO2F] IA-60 CFHTI06 MOOEL 32-OT C0 T)N52 R_ _ .000 .000 ,000 ,000 YMRP .0000 [N, YT
[ZHI01F| IA-60 CFHTIOB MOOEL 312-0T[0 T]NSI I_ OFF .000 15.000 .0_ ,CO0 _ 63_I.S000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0100
0020 .................... ' ' ' ' , I _ , , , , , _.-r_
• " ......... " " ......... i ........ • . • ......
.oo 5i ili .................. .....
"---" ' ' I .... , .............. _'. "o .ooos :. : . _ . . . ._,.....
z-.0005 ,A ._, .... [ ["
. . . , . o , , ,
u .......... I: :: : [: ]:"
u. - .0010
u. ..................... \ .\..\.\ i '. '.., i i . .
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